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1. Introduction

The wind speed forecasting plays an important role
in the operation of several power system applications as
wind power plants, wind farm operation. Recently, con-
ventional electricity networks are in the era of major
transition from passive distribution networks with uni-
directional electricity transportation to active distribution
networks with distributed energy resources and hence
bidirectional electricity transportation. In this regard,
Microgrid (MG) can be considered as one of the most
promising concepts; a MG is defined as an integrated
power delivery system consisting of interconnected loads,
storages facilities and distributed generation resources
mainly consisting in Renewable Sources (RS) such as
solar and wind energies. As an integrated system, a MG
can operate in grid-connected or autonomous mode
(islanding mode). The optimization of the operation cost
is an important challenge for MG development and com-
petition, that is greatly depending on the management of
the power generation from renewable sources where the

generation capacity varies largely with weather conditions,
hence the capital importance of wind power generation
forecasting.

Several approach for wind speed or power generation
forecasting have been proposed, mainly divided into two
branches: first one, based on the using of meteorological
models of the wind dynamics, the second one is based
on past wind and actual meteorological data using ANN
[1-5] that are found to be accurate as compared to tradi-
tional statistical models [6-8]. In fact, neural networks
presents an approximation capability of any continuous
nonlinear function with arbitrary accuracy that offer an
effective alternative to conventional approaches proposed
so far [6-8]. Such approaches provide good results to esti-
mate average monthly, quarterly or annually wind speed,
though in some cases have been applied to short-term
wind speed prediction. However, in most of the cases, in
short-term forecasting (average hourly wind speed fore-
casting), the accuracy is dramatically affected due the
dynamic behavior of the wind speed.

Abstract

T
his paper presents the
applicability of artifi-

cial neural networks for
short-term wind power
generation forecasting. The
developed forecasting is
suitable for a reliable mi-
crogrid energy manage-
ment. In total four Artificial Neural Networks (ANN's)
were proposed, namely, Multi-Layered Perceptron
(MLP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) and our proposed Neural Network
Ensemble (NNE) which consists of bagged networks.
The forecasting reliability of the applied neural net-
works was carried out in terms forecasting error perfor-

mance basing on statistical
and graphical methods.
The experimental results
showed that all the propo-
sed networks achieved an
acceptable forecasting ac-
curacy. In term of compa-
rison, the NNE achieved
the highest precision fore-

casting comparing to the conventional networks. In fact,
each network of the ensemble overfits to some extent and
leads to a diversity which enhances the noise tolerance
and the forecasting generalization performance compa-
ring to a conventional network.
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In this study a robust network ensemble for wind
power generation forecasting in a MG is proposed to
enhance the learning model performance by improving
the generalization ability and reducing the variance and
the performances instability with a relative simple imple-
mentation. Indeed, the major feature of a NNE is redun-
dancy [9]; basing on combination of different learning
machines each one could perform the task on its own
leading to better generalization performance.

2. Artificial Neural Network General

Structure

A neural network (Figure 1) is a computing parallel
distributed structure characterized by the ability of learning
and generalizing as it can provide reasonably accurate
outputs for non-encountered inputs during the learning
process. Neural networks, have been applied successfully
to solve some difficult and diverse problems regarding
to its ability of handling nonlinear problems particularly
if the underlying physical mechanism responsible for
the generation of the input signal (pressure, wind speed,
speech signal…) is inherently nonlinear.

A neuron is fundamental to the operation of a neural
network as the main information processing unit present in
each layer of the network. Generally a neural network can
have several hidden layers (Figure 1), however according
to [10] a neural network with single hidden layer is able
to approximate a function of any complexity.

The Figure 2 shows the model of an artificial neuron
named (j) as a part of the well known Multi-layer Per-
ceptron neural network, its output can be described mathe-
matically as following:

Where

yj is the neuron input

Φ is the neuron activation function

θj is the neuron threshold

In fact the sum of the products of the weights and the
inputs is calculated for each neuron, and if the value is
above some threshold the neuron fires and takes the
activated value; otherwise it takes the deactivated value.

A common choice of the activation function is the
so-called sigmoid logistic function expressed in the fol-
lowing equation: logistic nonlinear function is described
with the following equation:

3. Neural network ensemble

Although an ANN is providing a relevant methodology
for solving several types of nonlinear problems, it is still
considered as an unstable learning model [11]. In fact,
the changes on training data and the architecture of the
network which incorporate: the number of hidden layer,
the number of neurons and the initial connections weights
has an effect on the network training and predicting per-
formances. Moreover the fitting to the regularities of the
data and the fitting to the noise part of the data during
the training of a single neural network restrain it to be
trapped in a local optimum solution with low forecasting
accuracy. On the other hand, there are no systematic
investigation for those issues, mostly researchers has
adopted trial and error methodology to deal with these
inconsistencies [12]. In this study a robust neural network
ensemble is proposed to enhance the learning model
performance by improving the generalization ability and
reducing the variance and the performances instability
with a relative simple implementation. Indeed, the major
feature of a NNE is redundancy; basing on combination of
different learning machines each one could perform the task
on its own leading to better generalization performance.

Figure 1. General Architecture Graph of an ANN With two
Hidden Layers

Figure 2. Artificial Neuron Model

(1)

(2)

(3)
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3.1. Neural Network Ensemble Architecture

When building a bagged neural network ensemble
(Figure 3), each network ψb(x) is associated to a training
set Db from the original training set D, the aggregation
of all the predictors constitute the network ensemble  

. Each network among the ensemble will
constitute a base predictor, the forecasting result of the
networks ensemble is aggregated basing on their average
values to get the grand total predictor ensemble ψBag(x).
As the noise is varying among the ensemble networks,
the averaging ensemble tends to mitigate it by retraining
the fitting to the regularities of the data.

The Figure 4 shows the NNE bagging flowchart based
on Bootstrap Aggregation learning algorithm [13]. If we
consider B predictors and D = {(x1, d1), … …. (xN, dN)}
the original training data set, the training of each single
predictor ψb involves a specific training set Db consisting
from N patterns drawn randomly with replacement (partial
replicate) from the original training set. Each predictor
is trained using different variety of architectures based
on trial and error approach, finally the predictor with the
lowest training cost function is retained.

3.2. Proposed Neural Network Ensemble

In the actual forecasting task, an ensemble of bagged
neural networks consisting in: MLP, RBF and RNN are
proposed. The NNE forecasting output is equal to the
average of the bagged networks outputs (Figure 4). The
ensemble can be also composed of similar types of neural
networks, where the framework and training data set re-
lated to each network would be coherently different from
a network to another. Such architecture of NNE ensemble
aims essentially to overcome the uncertainty on the optimal
architecture of each neural network.

4. Training Data Analysis

The experimental system used in this research is a 10
kW rated wind turbine as part of the plan of a local micro-
grid project inside Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technology (Latitude: 35° .69”, Longitude: 139° .51”).

Input training data (Figure 6) are composed of hourly
weather parameters covering the year 2009. Vapor pres-
sure and humidity were collected by Japan Meteoro-
logical Agency in the local area of the university, while
the wind speed and directions were recorded inside the
university. It should be noted that some of the daily
recorded data were cut-off during the data processing
due to the presence of erroneous measures.

Figure 3. Framework of a Bagged Neural Network Ensemble

Figure 4. Neural Network Ensemble Bagging Flowchart

Figure 5. Architecture of the Proposed
Neural Network Ensemble
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The Figure 7 shows the typical architecture of the
developed ANNs. Selected inputs are the wind speed
peak during the actual hour, the wind speed average
during the actual and the two previous hours, the actual
atmospheric pressure average, the actual humidity ave-
rage and the main wind speed direction during the actual
hour coded into four digits.

The Figure 8 shows a certain correlation between
the wind speed peak and its direction. In fact, the wind
velocity in the forecasting site varies from direction to
another depending on the geographic situation as the
adjacent buildings, ocean side or surrounding mountains
if any. In the area of the university, the winds coming
mainly from the South (sea side) and the North West are
found to be more frequent and characterized with the
highest peak velocity.

5. Neural Networks Training

The rescaling (normalization) of the input training
data is important to improve the training convergence of
an ANN [14-16], mean 0 and standard deviation 1 based
across channel normalization [17] was used for the
input training set rescaling, basing on the following
relation:

Where

xi is the raw input variable X in the ith training

case

Si is the standardized value corresponding to xi

N is the number of training case
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Figure 6. Main Input Training Data Set

Figure 7. Input Output Structure of the Proposed ANN's

Figure 8. Wind Speed Rose and All-sector Histo-
gram of the Observed (measured) Wind Climate

(4)
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The target variables were linearly normalized in order
to force the network values to be within the range of
output activation functions using upper (Ymax) and lower
bounds (Ymin) for the values:

Where Yi is the raw target variable Y for the ith

training case.

Zi is the standardized value corres-
ponding to Yi.

The network framework of the MLP, RNN was set
out based on trial and error approach. In fact, the net-
works were trained for a fixed number of epochs, per-
formance of the MLP and the RNN was evaluated by
changing the number of the hidden nodes, while no
significant decrease of the error was noticed above 27
hidden nodes and as referred previously, only one single
hidden layer was sufficient for the proposed forecasting
task. On the other hand, RBF was evolved to get round
over fitting problem in relation to the choice of the
network framework, the proposed RBF was build up of
300 hidden neurons. In fact, unlike the MLP and the RNN,
the number of hidden nodes of a RBF is determined
during the training and might get a big number as a
couple of hundred [18]. Reducing the number of hidden
neurons requested for the RBF training convergence is
subject to several researches mainly based on optimization
algorithms that allow pruning of superfluous neurons
inserted for outlier, noisy and overlapping data [18- 19].

6. Results and Discussions

Several performance criteria are reported in the ANN
literature as: the training time, the modeling time and
the forecasting error. In the present study, as the training
process is in offline mode, the first two criteria are not
considered to be relevant. Thereby, the forecasting perfor-
mance will be evaluated only in term of forecasting
error, defined as the difference between the actual and
the forecasted values basing on statistical and graphical
approaches.

Where Sd,i is the ith desired value (actual)

Sf,i is the ith forecasted value

N is the total number of observations

Mean Average Deviation (MAD) defined in (6), was
applied as statistical error test criteria. While a 2-D error
prediction of the proposed ANNs (Figure 9), is presented
as graphical error performance criteria.

In fact, the Figure 9 represents a daily 2-D wind speed
prediction error graph [m/s] for the proposed ANN's
during forty days, where it can be observed that the NNE
has the highest prediction success and the smallest fore-
casting error.

Figure 10 shows one hour ahead forecasting of the
wind speed inside the university during one day, the
proposed NNE achieved good forecasting accuracy. One
the other hand the MLP, RBF and RNN achieved very

(5)

(6)

Figure 9. Prediction Error for Testing Data Set
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Figure 10. Short-term One Hour Ahead Forecasting of Wind
Speed During a Day
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high accuracy forecasting for some testing data set while
the rest can varies from acceptable to week, however the
NNE is the most steady efficient for the hole testing data
set composed of forty days.

The same conclusion was also carried out basing on
statistical error forecasting performances shown in the
Table 1. In fact, referring to the MAD criteria, we can
observe that the proposed NNE has the lowest forecasting
error during the testing data set. On the other hand RBF,
RNN and MLP networks achieved also a reasonable
forecasting accuracy; among the previous conventional
neural networks the RBF presented the best overall
results, while the MLP achieved the lowest forecasting
accuracy. In fact the RBF can overcome several limitations
of the MLP and RNN such as a highly non-linear weights
update and the slow convergence rate.

A 10 kW rated power wind turbine being installed in
the TUAT University as part of the Microgrid project.
The output power of the wind turbine is determined by

several factors such as wind velocity, size and shape of
the turbine. The power generated is given by the following
equation:

Where P is power [W], Cp is the power coefficient, r
is the air density [kg/m3], V wind velocity [m/s] and A is
the swept area of rotor blades [m2].

The Figure 11 shows the output power of the wind
turbine forecasting during the testing data set, except
sudden wind speed peaks the overall power generation
forecasting is very accurate and relatively lower com-
paring to the wind speed forecasting (Table 2). This is
due to the cut-in wind speed that is equal to 2.23 m.s-1,
at which the wind turbine starts supplying useful output
power generation. In fact, all forecasted and actual wind
speed beyond the cut-in value are resolved into zero
similar to the forecasting error.

TABLE 1. Mean Average Deviation Error of the Wind

Speed Forecasting

0.885 0.912MAD

RNN MLP

0.755

NNE

0.827

RBF

(7)
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Figure 11. Short-term One Hour Ahead Wind Power Generation Forecasting

TABLE 2. Mean Average Deviation Error of the Wind

Power Generation

0.488 0.532MAD

RNN MLP

0.401

NNE

0.484

RBF

Conclusion

In this study, four neural networks were developed and applied to a one hour ahead forecasting of wind speed
and 10 kW rated wind turbine power generation. The reliability of the forecasting was evaluated in term of fore-
casting error based on graphical and statistical approaches. The experimental results showed that the NNE achie-
ved a higher forecasting accuracy than conventional MLP, RBF and RNN. In fact, the NNE can improve the gene-
ralization and noise tolerance of learning systems effectively through aggregating numbers of neural networks with
different models and diverse training data from the original source data set. The conventional neural networks ful-
filled also an acceptable forecasting accuracy: in comparison, the RBF performed better than RNN while the MLP
achieved the lowest forecasting accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Pakistan is facing a serious energy crisis since the last
decade. Despite strong economic growth during the past
decade and consequent rising demand for energy, no
worthwhile steps have been taken to install new capacity
for generation of the required energy sources. Now, the
demand exceeds supply and hence load-shedding is a
common phenomenon through frequent power shutdowns.
Pakistan needs about 14000-15000MW electricity per day,
and the demand is likely to rise to approximately 20,000 MW
per day by 2013. Presently, it can produce about 11,500 MW
per day and thus there is a shortfall of about 3000-4000MW
per day. This shortage is badly affecting industry, commerce
and the daily life of people [1].

With the power shortfall in Pakistan hovering between
2,000 to 4,000 Megawatts, the energy crises in this
country are not going to disappear anytime soon. Due to

increasing prices of fossil fuels in the country, it is dif-
ficult to concentrate on these conservative energy re-
sources for production of electricity. Hence, the only way
is to get benefit from renewable energy resources like
solar, wind and biomass [2, 3]. The most plentiful power
source we have in Pakistan is solar. The sun is upon us
almost 365 days a year and that too with harsh intensity
which is almost 700 w.m-2.hr-1 [4].

To overcome the crises of electric energy, people in
Pakistan are installing solar panels for electric power
generation from solar energy. Solar panels comprise the
technology to convert sunlight directly into electricity.
Most solar panels in use today are made of silicon and
other semiconductor materials are expected to surpass
silicon solar cells in performance and cost and become
viable competitors in the PV marketplace. This technology
has a high initial cost but has a good market all over the

Abstract

A
n experiment was con-
ducted on PV (Photo-

voltaic) solar panels to-
wards achieving maximum
power output. The power
output of PV solar panels is
examined with different tilt
angles (0°, 20°, 35°, 50°
and 90°) and different tem-
peratures (15°C to 45°C)
of the PV solar panels. The
PV solar panels showed
maximum power output at
a tilt angle of 35° and low
temperature of 15°C. The
power output of PV solar
panels decreases when the
tilt angle increased from 35° to 90° or when the tilt

angle decreased from 35°
to 0°. It was concluded that
PV solar panels must be
installed at 35° tilt angle
(equal to the latitude of
Jamrud, Khyber Agency,
Pakistan) to get maximum
power output. Also PV so-
lar panels must be installed
at a place where they re-
ceive more air currents so
that the temperature re-
mains lower and the out-
put remains high.
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country. If installed and maintained properly, they can
be a good competitor for solving our energy crises in
homes, industries and educational institutions [5].

After installing the solar panel it is very much neces-
sary to get maximum performance from them. The ob-
jective of the present work is to study different Tilt
angles and different Temperatures of the solar panels
that affect performance of roof integrated solar panel
system in the year 2011.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Site Selection

The data were recorded in the Jamrud, Khyber Agency,
Pakistan. It is located within the Latitude of 34°01 N
and Longitude of 71°35 E. The site was made perfect
for receiving maximum solar radiation and there was no
shading of any structure or any object in the path of solar
rays falling on the Pyranometer from dawn to dusk.

2.2 Solar Panel Orientations and Tilting

The solar panels were oriented facing South axis,
having five different tilt angle of 0°, 20°, 34°, 50° and 90°
with the horizontal as shown in Figure 1. It was done to
see the effect of tilt angle on the performance of panels.

2.3 Recording Solar Irradiance

The solar irradiance (Si) data were recorded with the
help of Pyranometer. The data recorded by Pyranometer
was in kwh.m-2.day-1 [9,10].  

2.4 Temperature of the Solar Panel

The temperature of the solar panel was determined by
the help of thermometers installed on the gazing of each
panel [6].

2.5 Calculating Power Output

Generation of electrical power under constant solar
Irradiance was achieved by the capability of the solar
panel to produce voltage over an external load and current
through the load at the same time. When the cell was
short circuited under constant solar irradiance then the
maximum current (IMpp) and the short circuit current
(ISC) are generated, while under open circuit conditions
no current can flow and the voltage is at its maximum,
called the open circuit voltage (VOC). The point in the
IV-curve yielding maximum product of current and
voltage, i.e. power, is called the maximum power point
(MPP). Another important characteristic of the solar cell
performance is the fill factor (Ff), defined as the ratio of
the products of current voltage at maximum power point
to short circuited point [7].

Mathematically

Ff = VMPP x IMPP / VOC x ISC (1)

Using the fill factor, the maximum power output of
the solar cell can be written as [6, 8]

PMax = VOC x ISC x Ff (2)

2.6 Determining Current and Voltage

Current of the solar panel is determined by the help
of ampere meter connected in series while voltage is
determined by connecting a volt meter in parallel to the
output wiring system of the solar panel [11, 12].

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Solar Irradiance 

Solar irradiance was recorded with the help of a Pyra-
nometer at Five different tilting levels. The data recorded
at different tilt angles for the year 2011 is given in
Figure 2. It is clear from the graph that solar irradiance
is higher all over the year at a tilt angle of 34° which
equal to the latitude of Peshawar as compared to other
tilt angles. These results of solar irradiance are in accor-
dance with results of Feroz, 1989 [2] and Boyle and God-
frey, 1996 [7].
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Figure 1. Different Tilt Angles of Solar Panel

Tilt Angle



3.2 Power Output Vs Tilt Angle of Panel

Power output was correlated with different tilting
angles of Solar panel. The data of power output recorded
at different tilt angles for the year 2011 is given in
Figure 3. At 34° tilt angle the graph has a chi-squared
value of 0.97 and R-square 0.99 showed the best corre-
lation between power output and tilt angle throughout the
year. The graph at 0° horizontal level with chi-squared
value of 0.93 and R-square 0.96 showing that power
output is lower on 0° tilt angle throughout the year as
compared to that of 34° tilt angle. Similarly the graph
data for 90° tilt angle or vertical level with a chi-square
value of 0.675 and R-square 0.83 showing poor corre-
lation between power output and tilt angle throughout the
year. These results are in accordance with the findings of
Ubertini and Desideri, 2003 [13] and Kollins, 2008 [14].

The chi-square goodness of fit test showed that there
is a significant (P > 0.001) increase of power output if
we increase the tilt angle of solar panel from 0° to 34°.
Also there is a significant (P > 0.003) increase shown if
we decrease the tilt angle from 90° to 34°.These results
are in agreement with the findings of Meillaud. 2001 [1]
and Olivia, 1998 [5].

3.3 Power Output VS Panel Temperature

Effect of temperature on the performance of solar
panel is given in Figure 3. It is clear from the graph that
cell temperature significantly (P > 0.000) decreases the
power output of the solar panel. Also voltage and current
was significantly (P > 0.001) decreased with increase in
panel temperature. These result are also in accordance
with the findings of Mahar, 2004 [9] and Salman et al.,
2012 [10].
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Figure 2. Solar irradiance for the year 2011 Figure 3. Solar Panel Outputs Vs Temperature

Conclusion

It was concluded that:

● Solar panel gives maximum power output throughout the year if installed at 34o tilt angle which is equal to
the latitude of Peshawar, Pakistan. 

● Solar panels must be installed at 20° tilt angle in the months of May to August to get maximum power in summer
while they must be installed at 50° tilt angle to get maximum power in the months of December to February.  

● In hot summer days, solar panel must be installed in a place where it receives maximum air currents so that
its temperature remains low and power output remains high.
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1. Introduction

The world of education knows more and more
increased e-learning usage, and many institutions are
aware of the interest of integrating Web 2.0 technologies
in these education platforms since these tools are very
useful for their popularity, their attractiveness and also
for their accessibility from pc tablets, smart phone….

Currently there are several e-Learning solutions,
proprietary such as Blackboard and open source such as
Moodle that facilitates distance education in higher edu-
cation institutions using Internet and the web content.

Our work is distinguished by the proposal of a low-
cost solution by choosing Moodle and integrating the
following Web2.0 tools: Schoology, Google Docs,
YouTube and Flickr. We thought to combine these tools
in learning scenarios in order to have an efficient learning
environment. 

Through our experience of implementing and inte-
grating some Web2 tools into Moodle at Ibnou Zohr
University, we aim to deploy exciting new ways of
teaching by encouraging the team working between
students. Thus, the main contribution of these ICT in
our platform is to get a friendly environment where

teachers and students could put multimedia content and
exploit the social web in learning. 

In this article, we will present the environment of our
platform and how we use the chosen Web 2.0 tools in
teaching. Before concluding, we show some results of
our experience with this platform. 

2. Methodology

2.1. The chosen environment and Web2.0 tools

Our system consists essentially of the combination
between the learning environment Moodle and the Web2.0
tools: Schoology, YouTube and Google Docs. Moodle is
a free open source Course Management System (CMS),
also known as a Learning Management System (LMS).
It is an easy-to-use rapidly growing solution present in
many educational organizations around the world.
Moodle gives teachers the opportunity to create a kind
of virtual classroom and to present online courses. It
also offers the possibility to enrich its content by adding
multiple html blocks in a given course. This feature is
very important since it allows incorporating different
blocks of Web 2.0 tools using the widgets provided as
shown in Figure 1.
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To insert a block containing a widget, we first choose
the Web 2.0 tools, and then we customize it before gene-
rating the HTML code. Finally we paste the obtained
code into the HTML model's block as shown below.

Next we show an example of how we can use these
technologies through Schoology and Google docs.

2.2. Using Schoology

Schoology (www.schoology.com) was released com-
mercially in August 2009 and it is similar to Facebook.
It is an online platform that marries social media and the
principles of an electronic classroom management
system and looks just like Facebook. The interface isn't
unfamiliar to most students and its basic features are
free. Thus, Schoology enables to create assignments,
events, tests and quizzes. It is easy via this tool to manage
the grade book and the attendance and to track students'
usage and courses analytics. The social features are very
familiar and close to Facebook like blogs and profile
pages.

2.3. Using Google Docs

The logistic of teaching materials and course content
has become easily assured by Google Docs which is a
hosting service providing a suite of products where
students and their teachers can work on spreadsheets,
word documents, and presentations on their own or
collaboratively.

After dealing with the Web 2.0 tools in our e-learning,
we will now show some advantages of using these tech-
nologies and some usage statistics taken in an academic
course at Ibnou Zohr University.

3. Learning Scenarios by Integrating

Web 2.0 Tools

We have conducted a hybrid learning experience of
using web2.0 tools to teach how to use social networks
to the students of both the vocational B.A called “The
Teaching of English as a Foreign Language and Infor-
mation and Communication Technology -TEFL AND
ICT for short-” and “IT master”. The English studies
undergraduates had little or no knowledge of computer.
However, those of the master degree were already familiar
with it. We wish to discuss their involvement in the
“learning social networks” course.

3.1. Learning strategy adopted in this course

The strategy chosen in this course is based on a con-
structivist approach to learning (Lev Vygotsky 1896-
1934) which means:

● Learning is based on a process of active con-
struction of knowledge rather than just a transmission
of information

● Education is no longer seen as a knowledge transfer
but it is a process that supports this constructivist
learning 

● Learning is developed in a social interaction, speci-
fically, with peers.

This learning strategy is also based on the following
principles:

● Set the general and specific objectives of the course

● Provide diverse educational resources such as video
clips, images, graphs etc...in order to meet the
student's different learning patterns.

● Foster the collaborative learning by dividing the stu-
dents into groups of 5 to 6, where each group will
have its own working space.

● Urge the learners to take notes and make summaries.

● Taking tests, proposing learning situations, study
cases and brainstorming activities.
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Figure 1. Integration of Web 2 tools

Figure 2. Insertion of HTML code



3.2. Description of Web2.0 training.

This course is built on: 
● The description and the practical use of Web 2.0

tools that can be adapted to a distance education as
reported in Figure 3 and Table 1.

● Think about ways to use them in business and
higher education.

The following table contains the Web 2.0 tools and
the educational resources used:

By providing multiple forms of content production,
E-learning  along with Web 2.0 offers an undeniable and
customizable ergonomics and a great flexibility to spark
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Figure 3. E-learning portal

TABLE 1. WEB2.0 Tools and the Educational Resources

motivation, dynamism, creativity and innovation in a
languages course both within a small group or a large
audience, especially since most of the Web 2.0 tools
help to develop the reading and writing abilities thus
taking into consideration the diversity of the needs and
preferences of learners, and this could be an important
factor for the success of the ownership.

Thus, it is possible to provide not only reading and

comprehension activities, but also revisions, essays and
oral expression exercises which constitute the backbone
of language learning. This is now possible thanks to the
increasing reliability of computer networks and the
improvement in the bandwidth and software and hard-
ware infrastructure that allows us to use sharing and Tele-
meeting technologies such as “Open-meetings” which
can be inter-operated with Moodle.



3.3 Approach of this training course

This course combines the classical learning at the
classroom and distance learning. Students are divided
into five groups and each group has a shared space. The
course contains learning situations and case studies that
urge learners to use Web 2.0 tools and also to think on
how to use them in education and in the business world. 

Activities in asynchronous mode allow students to
have the flexibility to learn “Just in Time”. That is to say
that everyone, according to his/her own rhythm, reorga-
nizes his/her learning environment, and schedules the
educational resources on his/her convenience. In this
way, students can improve their learning productivity by
giving more attention and time to things that are fuzzy
or unknown to them instead of lingering on the skills
and knowledge already acquired.

Synchronous activities are proposed in the form of
educational chatting, Twitter, Skype or video footage
that explains the use of Web 2.0. These tools provide the
audiovisual exchange, collaboration and verbal and non-
verbal communication in real time between learners. We
should note that the synchronous mode, involves students
in active participation while ensuring performance measu-
rement of their progress by analyzing statistics and
traceability of the various interventions recorded during
the session.

4. Results and Discussion

The statistics in this article are the result of a survey
of 66 students at Ibnou Zohr University. These students
belong to two groups. The students of the first group are
studying TEFL AND ICT. The other students are
studying computer science. The aim of this study is to
measure the impact of the use of Web 2.0 tools in
learning and also to establish a better understanding of
the advantages of these new learning opportunities. We
found in the survey's results that the students of the
vocational B.A “TEFLAND ICT” are more interested in
using Web2.0 tools. We acknowledge the relatively
small number of participants involved. So, the results
may not be generalized. 

In this survey, we urge students to evaluate the use of
the web2 tools in their training in comparison with the
traditional methods.

4.1 Comparison between Web2.0 tools in learning with

the traditional learning methods

Over half of all students in this study judge that it is
better to use the web2 technologies rather than just the
traditional methods. The others judge these new tools as
complementary.

In addition to this, 96.67% agree to use these Web
2.0 tools in their training.

4.2 The efficiency of Web 2.0 tools in language learning

Over three quarters of all students said that is very
beneficial to use these tools in language learning. And
nearly three quarters of all students said that they are
suitable to the trainings needs.

4.3 Evaluation of group work using Web 2.0 tools

In this survey, 86% of the students said that the use
of these tools facilitates the group's work. Some
students confirm that the logistics of teaching materials
and course content has become easily assured by the
platform that sends emails to the interested parties,
especially when using Schoology.
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TABLE 2. Comparison between WEB2 Tools and the

Traditional Learning Methods

46.67%

3.33%

53.33%

3.33%

Complementary

Similar

Better

Less

PercentageAnswer

How do you consider these tools compared to
the traditional learning methods?

TABLE 3. Judgement of the Efficiency of WEB 2.0 Tools

in Language Learning

76.67%  

10.00%  

10.00%  

0.00%

Very beneficial

Partially beneficial

Little benefit

Not at all

PercentageAnswer

How do you judge the efficiency of Web 2.0 tool
in language learning?



4.4 Fast launch and not expensive

We found that the startup time is fast, and the cost is
very low. Indeed, we stuck with a very short training on
Moodle for users since the interface is intuitive, simple,
and very user-friendly. In addition, several videos on
YouTube are available dealing with the use of the Web
2.0 tools we incorporated in our Leaning Management
System, namely Google docs and Schoology. The
adoption of these tools by learners and their teacher was
a quick profit. In addition to the fact that they are time-
saving, free and save a lot of effort, there is also the
pleasant aspect which makes the learning atmosphere
relaxing. According to the users, they feel that
Schoology is primarily a social network and sharing
website. Also the notifications generated by Schoology
such as email, keep learners and their teacher in touch

with the course and all updates anytime and anywhere.
Objective evaluation of students

Students judge that their evaluation is objective by
using Schoology.

As said above, Schoology gives the teacher the
ability to track each student activity by course. It also
gives the statistics of the course activity. In our case, the
teacher knows the volume of the activity by the number
of the total hits per day.
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TABLE 4. Evaluation of Group Work Using WEB 2.0 Tools

86.67%

10.00%

Yes

Partially

PercentageAnswer

Does the use of these tools facilitate group’s work?

Figure 4. Statistic of use in Schoology

Conclusion

In this course, we have observed that students with no computer knowledge get more involved in learning
web2.0 tools and that these tools can facilitate the communication and the English language learning. We also found
that the use of an E-learning management system with some suitable social networking tools allows for an attrac-
tive, easy to use, low-cost, and effortless e-learning environment. This combination facilitates administrative mana-
gement courses and can be used widely in the world as a solution for universities and schools to overcome the cost
of such modular E-learning solution. Finally, we introduced a few recommendations for an efficient integration of
Web 2.0 tools and E-learning.
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1. Introduction

The food industry is increasingly aware of the impor-
tance of developing new analytical techniques to inspect
the complex structures of food and to monitor online
their properties during the production processes. The
main reason for this increase arises from the fact that
ultrasonic technologies are nondestructive, rapid and
easy to automate. In addition, they can easily be adapted
to analyze optically opaque systems and the cost has
been reduced due to the new electronic technologies.

The ultrasonic wave propagation in real media is
accompanied by several phenomena, among which we
mention: Absorption (Kinsler et al., 2000), diffraction
(Pierce, 2007), and non-linearity (Enflo et al., 2004). As
the physicochemical properties change from one medium
to another, the intensities of the phenomena mentioned
above change as well (Sehgal, 1993). Therefore, the
measurement of acoustic parameters (e.g. absorption
coefficient or velocity) in a given propagation medium
is of great interest since it can be exploited to control the
quality of some foodstuff products, especially fluid.

The use of ultrasonic techniques for Non-Destructive
Testing (NDT) in the food industry to monitor the manu-
facturing process and quality control of certain foods is
not a new idea (Steele, 1974; Mizrach et al., 1989). These
techniques are widely used for the characterization and
inspection of physicochemical changes of fresh and
frozen food products (Gan et al., 2006; Sigfusson et al.,
2004; Gülseren et al., 2007). Some previous research has
focused on the determination by ultrasound techniques
of the composition of fish (Simal et al., 2003; Ghaedian
et al., 1998) and detecting the presence of parasites in
fresh or frozen fish (Freese et al., 1968). Other studies
have tried to exploit the measurements of changes in
attenuation and speed of ultrasound in the frozen fish to
see if it has undergone a partial or total accidental thawing
(Taifi et al., 2006) because it is very well known that
fish (or any other type of meat) loses its taste and
bacteriological quality because of a second freezing. It
is also possible to know if a food product has already
undergone a freezing, if it is unwanted, by measuring
the ice content of the product (Aparicio et al., 2008).
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Monitoring the acidification and the rheological
changes of milk during the yogurt formation was also
being investigated using ultrasonic techniques [Ould-
Ehssein et al., 2006; Bakkali et al., 2001; Nassar et al.,
2001; Nassar et al., 2004) and in the control the cheese
formation (Nassar et al., 2010) and in the detection of its
internal defects (Leemans et al, 2009). The flavor and
viscosity of reconstituted fruit juices (Kuo et al., 2008)
and maturity, firmness and oil content of some fruits
(Mizrach et al., 1999; Mizrach et al., 2000) are controlled
by means of ultrasonic techniques. This is to achieve a
specific flavor for the consumer. In addition, an ultrasonic
technique was developed for grain characterization
(Stasiak et al., 2007) and damage detection in wheat
kernels and sprouted grain caused by insects and scabies
(Pearson et al., 2007). The quality control of honey and,
in general, viscous foodstuff products by means of ultra-
sonic techniques for measuring the rheology of samples
of honey diluted with water has been studied (Kulmyr-
zaev et al., 2000; Camara et al., 2010). In the field of
pastry, ultrasonic techniques have been proposed for
monitoring the fermentation (Elmehdi et al., 2003; Lee
et al., 2004; Skaf et al., 2009) and controlling the manu-
facturing process of the dough cakes to provide the
required standards and ensure uniform characteristics
(taste, sugar content and moisture ...) (Gómez et al.,
2008; Letang et al., 2001).

Our study has two main objectives: The first one is
to measure the acoustical properties of some specific
oils including: Argan oil, olive oil and commercial
cooking oil. The acoustical characteristics studied are:
density, ultrasonic velocity, acoustical impedance,
absorption coefficient, dynamic viscosity and Young's
modulus. The second objective is to introduce a new and
easy method for deducing the acoustical characteristics
of the propagating medium from the SPICE model
avoiding the difficult signal processing step. The model
parameters are varied until the ultrasonic pulses are
identical to those obtained by measurements. The elec-
trical parameters of the model, verifying this condition
are then exploited to deduce the acoustical parameters
of the propagating medium. Before starting materials
characterization using SPICE, we perform a calibration
of the transducer: This step is very important because
the parameters of the SPICE model corresponding to the
transducer depend not only on its electromechanical
parameters, but also on the propagating medium and on

how the piezoelectric material is attached to the support.
The aging of the piezoelectric material also affects the
performance of the transducer. So we have to calibrate
the transducer to take into account different losses that
occur during the transformation of energy from electrical
to mechanical one and vice versa. This calibration is
done in the case of distilled water as a propagating
medium which acoustical parameters are well known.

2. Experiments

2.1. Experimental setup

The experimental device used for performing the
measurements is shown in Figure 1. The transducer,
radiating at a central frequency of 2.2MHz, is immersed
in a tank containing the liquid to be analysed. The trans-
ducer is excited by the TB1000 card which can generate
burst waves with a frequency varying between 50KHz
and 20MHz and an amplitude that can reach 300V over
a load of 50©. The width of the burst waves is also
adjustable. In reception, the card gives the possibility to
filter the received signal with a combination of 7 low
pass filters and 7 high pass filters programmable inde-
pendently to improve the signal to noise ratio. The ultra-
sonic waves generated by the transducer propagate through
the medium and the echo reflected by the interface
medium/air is received by the same transducer. The
measurement of the time of flight allows us to determine
the velocity while the magnitude of the received signal
allows the calculation of the absorption losses coefficient.
The temperature of the whole experimental setup is kept
constant by a thermostat.

2.2. Methodology

The emitted and the received signals displayed on
the oscilloscope are sampled and transferred to a com-
puter. We developed a Matlab program for data acquiring
and signal processing. Processing the correlation function
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Figure 1. Experimental setup



between the emitted and the received pulse allows de-
ducing the time of flight. Then the velocity in the medium
corresponds to the ratio of the distance travelled by the
pulse to the time of flight. While for determining the
absorption losses coefficient, we make the measurements
of the received pulses in two different positions z1 and
z2 away from the transducer. The ratio of the magnitudes
of the two received pulses is linked to the coefficient of
absorption losses as shows the following relationship
(Greenwood et al., 1993).

α is the absorption losses coefficient (Np/m/MHz).

Vr1 is the magnitude of the received pulse at the dis-
tance d1.

Vr2 is the magnitude of the received pulse at the dis-
tance d2.

2.3. Validation of the method

To prove the validity of our experimental setup, we
make measurements in propagating media which acous-
tical parameters are well known as distilled water and
glycerol.

● Velocity measurement

Figure 2 gives the correlation function applied to the
transmitted and the received pulses in glycerol and dis-
tilled water for z=4cm. Measurements are made several
times, then we calculate the mean value and the standard
deviation. The results obtained are:

cglycerol = 1903±87  [m/s]

cwater = 1467±13  [m/s]

● Measurement of absorption losses coefficient

The absorption losses coefficient is measured only for
the glycerol because it is too low for water. The magnitude
values (peak to peak) of the received pulses at z1=4cm
and z2=6cm are given in Table 1.

The value of the absorption losses coefficient αglycerol

is:

αglycerol = 50.02 ± 0.35 [Np / m]

By dividing by the central frequency (2.2 MHz) we
find:

αglycerol = 22.74 ± 0.16 [Np / m / MHz]

Results found for both velocity and absorption losses
coefficient fit very well with values that we found in
literature (Zorebski, 2002).

3. SPICE MODEL

The transfer function of the ultrasonic device sum-
marized in Figure 1 can be written as:

With: 

vecho is the electrical voltage developed by the receiver.

vexcit is the voltage applied to the transmitter.

ht hm and hr are the transient responses of the trans-
mitter, the propagation medium and the receiver,
respectively.

The modeling of the ultrasonic device of Figure 1 is
therefore achieved by correctly representing the three
transfer functions mentioned above. The transient res-
ponses of transmitter and the receiver (ht and hr) can be
determined from the piezoelectric equations describing
the behavior of a piezoelectric transducer and especially
the impedances matrix. These equations govern the
conversion of electrical energy into mechanical one, and
vice versa, taking into account the various losses that
occur during this process. As for the transfer function of
the propagation medium, it can be deduced from the
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(1)

Figure 2. Correlation functions in glycerol (1st peak) and water
(2nd peak).

TABLE 1. Peak to peak magnitude of the received pulse in

glycerol

0.222

0.082

0.224

0.082

4 cm

6 cm

Rep. 1 Rep. 3

0.223

0.082

Mean valueDistance

0.224

0.083

Rep. 2

(2)



equations of wave propagation. This transfer function
must take into account the different phenomena that occur
during the propagation of ultrasonic waves in a real
medium, i.e., losses due to absorption, diffraction of
waves, the ultrasonic non-linearity effects, reflection and
refraction when passing through an interface..., etc.

The implementation on SPICE of the ultrasonic setup
described above (Figure 1) is shown in Figure 3.

In this equivalent circuit, the transducer is represented
as two transducers: One works as a transmitter and the
other for the reception of the echo returned by the inter-
face. The two transducers are modelled using the Leach
model (Leach, 1994). This model represents a piezo-
electric transducer as an electrical circuit basing on the
piezoelectric equations of the transducer. It uses basic
components and controlled sources to take into account
almost all the phenomena that occur inside the transducer
when converting electrical energy to mechanical one and
vice versa. Therefore it can be used in both case of trans-
mitter and receiver transducer. The electrical parameters
of this model are calculated from the electrical and
acoustical characteristics of the transducer according to
the following equations:

The piezoelectric field constant (N /C)

where e is the piezoelectric constant (C/m2) and εs is
the relative permittivity at constant deformation.

The static capacitance of the transducer (F)

where A is the cross section of the transducer and δ
is thickness.

The parameters of the lossy transmission line which
models the acoustical port are given below:

Where Vp is the sound speed in the piezoelectric
material, fa is the anti-resonance frequency of the trans-
ducer, ρp is the transducer density and Z0 is the acous-
tical impedance of the propagating medium. Assuming
that there are no losses due to diffraction in the piezo-
electric material Gp is taken null.

The propagating medium is modeled using the analogy
between electromagnetic and mechanical one-dimensional
wave propagation. So we use an electrical lossy trans-
mission line based on a resistance R, a capacitance C, a
self-inductance L and a conductance G. These components
allow us to introduce the delay time and the losses dues
to absorption and diffraction in the propagating medium.
The values of these components are calculated according
to the acoustical parameters of the propagating medium.

The lossy transmission line is inserted in the SPICE
model between the two transducers. The self-inductance
L and the capacitance C control the sound speed in the
medium according to the equation:

The resistance R can be used to model losses due to
absorption:

Where ρ is the density, v is the sound speed and α is
the absorption coefficient in the propagating medium. 

Diffraction losses are modelled by the parameter of
conductance G. Its value is calculated from the diffraction
losses according to the equation below (Johansson et
al., 2001):

Where z is the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver and Adiff is losses due to diffraction.
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Figure 3.  SPICE Model.
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(11)



The diffraction losses function Adiff is determined
from the resolution of the wave equation. Using a set of
Gaussian beams, we can derive an analytical expression
of the pressure field in the frame of the quasi-linear
approximation (Wen et al., 1988). The diffraction losses
parameter G is then incorporated into the SPICE model.
The simulation results using this model are validated
experimentally in the case of a circular transducer and a
Gaussian-focused source for different cases of propagating
medium (Aouzale et al., 2009). 

The resistances R4 and R4’ at the extremities of the
transmission line modelling the propagating medium
permit the impedance matching to avoid reflections
between the medium and the transducer.

4. OILS CHARACTERIZATION

After validating the measurement method, it is used
for the characterization of some Moroccan oils: namely,
cooking and cosmetics Argan oil, commercial cooking
oil and olive oil. The acoustical parameters studied are:
density ρ, acoustical impedance Z, velocity c, absorption
losses coefficient α, dynamic viscosity ηand the com-
pressibility modulus cD. Measurements are performed
several times and the mean values are given with the
standard deviation in Table 2. Results show some diffe-
rences which can be exploited to distinguish between
these oils and then control their quality. Furthermore,
measurements can be made to characterize deeply these

oils such as measuring the temperature dependence of
these parameters and the measurement of the non-
linearity factor B/A.

5. SPICE SIMULATION AND COMPARISON

In this section we will show that the SPICE model
may be an alternative for materials characterization. To
do this, we compare the simulated pulses to the measured
ones. We vary the electrical parameters of the SPICE
model until we have similar pulses (the same amplitude
and time of flight) as those obtained from measurements.
The electrical parameters that satisfy this condition allow
us to deduce the acoustical properties of the propagating
medium. We should first make a kind of calibration of
the transducer in order to evaluate the amount of energy
lost during the process of conversion from electrical
energy to mechanical one. The rate of energy conversion
depends also on the way the piezoelectric element is fixed.
That is why we should evaluate these losses. Simulated
pulses are compared to the measured ones for a short
distance of propagation allowing us to neglect all the
other sources of losses.

5.1. The transducer calibration

The transducer calibration is done by comparing the
experimental response of the transducer in distilled water
to the results obtained by simulation using SPICE model.
Figures 4 and 5 show the electrical signals applied to
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TABLE 2. Acoustical parameters of some Moroccan oils

862 ± 0.1

1613 ± 21

1.390 ± 0.020

6.10 ± 0.07

91.16 ± 0.36

2.24 ± 0.08

899.5 ± 0.1

1570 ± 20

1.411 ± 0.019

6.10 ± 0.07

81.11 ± 0.2

2.22 ± 0.06

Density (g/l)

Velocity (m/s)

Acoustical impedance (MRayl)

Absorption coefficient (Np/m/Mhz)

Dynamic viscosity (mPa s)

Young modulus (GPa)

Cooking Argan oil Commercial cooking oil

877.5 ± 0.1

1596 ± 19

1.401 ± 0.018

3.68 ± 0.06

96.10 ± 0.46

2.24 ± 0.06

Olive oil

885.5 ± 0.1

1594 ± 19

1.412 ± 0.017

2.71 ± 0.08

89.45 ± 0.36

2.25 ± 0.05

Cosmetics Argan oil

Figure 4. Supplied pulses.



the transducer and the received pulses experimentally
(left hand side) and in simulation (right-hand side)
respectively.

5.2. Application to the oils characterization

After calibrating the transducer model, we vary
manually the electrical parameters (L, C, R and G) of
the lossy transmission line modeling the propagation
medium to obtain pulses identical to those obtained by
the measures. This will allow us to deduce the acoustical
parameters of the propagating medium: Knowing the
density value ρ, we can find analytically L according to
equation (6). The value of C is determined by varying it
until we have the appropriate time of flight. Diffraction

losses coefficient (G) is calculated according to equation
(11). It remains to determine the value of R that provides
simulated pulse amplitude identical to that of experiments.
The variations of SPICE model parameters are done
around optimal values by searching the maximum value
of the correlation function between the pulses obtained
by simulation and experiment. This is how we determine
the SPICE model parameters while avoiding the problems
of local minima. Figure 6 shows the pulses obtained in
the cooking Argan oil at a distance of 2z=6cm from
experiment (left hand side) and simulation (right-hand
side). The pulses at a distance of 2z=8cm are given in
Figure 7. The acoustical parameters of the studied oils
are determined from the electrical parameters of the
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Figure 5. Received pulses in water.

Figure 6. Received pulses in cooking Argan oil at 2z=6cm

Figure 7. Received pulses in cooking Argan oil at 2z=8cm.



SPICE model of lossy transmission line according to the
relations below:

■ Velocity

■ Acoustical impedance

■ Absorption coefficient

■ Young Modulus

The same operation is done for other types of oils.
Simulation results show some differences compared to
the measurements because of the measurement errors
that can come from the non-parallelism between the
transducer and the liquid/air interface. In addition, there
are other phenomena that we do not take into account in
our SPICE model as losses in the interface. The
differences in pulses duration are due to the fact that the
pulses obtained by measurements are filtered to isolate
the pulses of interest.
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new and easy method using SPICE model for material characterization using ultra-
sonic techniques. The targeted parameters are sound velocity and absorption coefficient. The technique is based on
the variation of the SPICE model parameters until the transient response fits with the experimental one. For the
sound velocity, one can vary either the parameter L or C of the transmission line. For the absorption losses we use the
R parameter. But we need to evaluate the diffraction losses also in order to incorporate them using the parameter
G of the transmission line. The technique is then validated by measurements made in the case of distilled water and
glycerol. We also measured the acoustical characteristics of some specific Moroccan oils (Argan and olive oils) and
this paper might be used as a reference document in this domain. The same oils are characterized using our method
based on the SPICE model in order to test the results obtained for an unknown materials. The values determined
from the simulation fit well with the measured values showing the validity of this method. Complementary studies
are needed in order to define a systematic method and to identify the ranges of variations of all the electrical para-
meters of the SPICE model.
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1. Introduction

Internal combustion engines are used as power source

in tractors and self-propelled machines. Despite the small

size of these engines, they generate considerable power.

Fuel combustion in the internal combustion engines pro-

duces power and causes engine heating. Extra heat gene-

rated by fuel combustion should be ejected from the

engine. In a typical diesel engine, 30-35% of fuel energy

converted to mechanical energy, 30-35% ejected by

exhaust gas, 27-33% absorbed with engine cooling system

and the rest of fuel energy divided into radiation and

friction [1, 2].

Considering the above explication, the existence of

appropriate Cooling system seemed to be necessary.

Radiator is one of the most important devices in engine
Cooling system because maximum Heat transfer takes
place in it [3].

Radiator serves as a compact heat exchanger (α=700).
So Heat transfer and Radiator design computations can
be done by Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference
(LMTD) or performance-Number of Transfer Units
(ε-NTU) [4].

Case and London [4] investigated the conversational
radiators and collected their results researches in a text-
book. Based on LMTD and ε-NTU methods Numerical
models performed in radiator design calculations [4].

Oilet et al. [5] performed parametric studies on a
vehicle radiator in different conditions such as different
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ambient temperature, different coolant speed and
different fin arrangements. They obtained the curve of
Radiator performance and Heat transfer on the mentioned
conditions that corresponded to LMTD and ε-NTU
methods.

Gollin and Bjrok [6] compared experimentally the
performance of five commercial radiators that were
working with water and five aqueous glycol mixtures.

Chen et al. [7] analyzed experimentally a sample
radiator and developed regression equations of heat
dissipation rate, coolant and air pressure drop as a
function of the boundary conditions.

Ganga charyulu et al. [8] presented a numerical analysis
(based on ε-NTU method) of a radiator in a diesel engine,
considering the influence of fin and tube materials and
the boundary conditions on both fluids and suggested a
suitable radiator for SAID engine.

In this research work, THE primary radiator of ITM
285 tractor was first evaluated experimentally, then by
using heat transfer relations and computer programming
a suitable radiator was designed, constructed and eva-
luated for this tractor. The result: a good agreement in
theoretical and experimental results.

2. Materials and methods

For evaluating the tractor cooling system, some tests
were performed by using a portable dynamometer. In
these tests, engine worked in worst conditions that tractor
may be work [1]. Worst conditions occur in maximum
power and maximum torque of engine [9]. After con-
necting the tractor to dynamometer, engine warmed up.
Different speeds and torques of engine were controlled
by changing dynamometer load. Prony brake portable
dynamometer (Sigma Froment Company, torque
precision 0.1N.m, speed precision 1 rpm, accuracy 1%)
that is shown in Figure 1 was used in this study.

For evaluation of cooling system testing some thermo
sensors were installed in different parts of engine such
as radiator coolant inlet, radiator coolant outlet, front of
tractor grid, front of radiator, oil gallery, exhaust mani-
fold, etc. These sensors were K type thermocouples
(T CG3, Chauvin Arnoux) and their outputs were recorded
by a data logger (Grant Eltek 1000 series, squirrel meter
- 12 channel thermocouples, 3 channel voltage - current,
precision 0.1°C @ 1200°C, accuracy 0.5%). Recorded
temperature data could be extracted using a PC. Engine
and tractor characteristics used for cooling test are shown
in Table (1).

A hotwire anemometer (Lutron, air speed range 2-20 m/s,
probe diameter 12 mm, probe length 280-940 mm
connect to PC with Rs-232 cable, working temperature
0-50°C) used for measuring air speed in front of radiator.
As shown in Figure 2, air speed in front of radiator
measured in 7 points with 5 cm distance to each others.
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Figure 1. Portable dynamometer used in engine cooling test

TABLE 1. (a) Engine (b) Tractor ITM 285 characteristics.



New radiator calculations performed based on LMTD
and ε - NTU methods [11].

3. Calculation of parameters

By using Microsoft Excel software, measured air speed
was plotted as a function of specified point positions on
radiator (from the centre of the radiator). For better fitting
of data a five-order equation from point 1 to 5 and a se-
cond order equation from point 5 to 7 were used (Figure 3).

Regarding regression equations, it is possible to cal-
culate the average air speed in front of a radiator. Engine
fan radius was 19 cm and distance from the centre of
radiator to radiator corners was 31 cm. By using Eq. (1)
and (2), it is possible to calculate the average air speed
in front of a radiator.

Average air speed (in region 1*)
and

Average air speed (in region 2)

Considering the calculated average air speeds and
radiator geometry and air density ρ=0.985 kg/m3 at test
conditions (25°Cair temperature), the air mass flow rate
will be calculated as follows:

Thus mair = (0.1134m2 x 4.55m/s + 0.0766m2 x
6.132m/s) x 0.985kg/m3 = 0.971kg/s

Water flow meter (Rota meter type, construction Co.
healthy) has been used to measure the engine coolant
flow rate. Using a digital barometer (Digitron 2083P,
precision 0.01 psi, working range 0-700 kPa); pressure
drop and coolant pressure difference between radiator
coolant inlet and its outlet were measured in several
engine speeds. These tests were performed on ITM 285
tractor with three different types of fans (6 blade in metal,
7 blade in polyamide and 8 blade in polyamide fan) in
three repeats.

Characteristics of base radiator are given in Table 2.
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Figure 3. (a) Air speed from point 1 to point 5 (regression 
with five order equation), (b) air speed from point 5 to

point 7 (regression with second order equation)

Figure 2. Measured Air
speed in specified points

(1)

(2)

(3)

TABLE 2. Base Radiator characteristics

Dimension :

No. of tube row:

No. of tubes per row:

Fin type:

Fin Per Inch (FPI):

380mm x 500mm x 50mm

3

30

Flat

8

* Regions illustrated in Figure 2.



4. Results and discussion

After connecting the tractor to dynamometer and
engine warming up, the evaluation test of cooling system
started. In the first stage, the engine worked in maximum
power (engine speed 2000 rpm, engine power 57.5 kW).
After stabilizing engine coolant outlet temperature and
its oil gallery temperature in during 30 minutes engine
worked in maximum torque (engine speed 1400 rpm,
engine torque 290 N.m). Engine speed (engine working
conditions) was controlled by dynamometer. When
maximum torque test finished, a PC was used to extract
test data stored in data logger.

Engine coolant outlet temperature was determined
by applying following relation [2].

The cooling test results were analyzed by Microsoft
Excel program. These results are shown in Figure 4.
Considering negligible standard deviation (about 0.5-
1.5%) in measurements results, The average of data was
used in calculations.

Figure 4 shows that ITM 285 tractor, with any type
of mentioned cooling system configuration, allowed to
work below 34.9°C ambient temperature. Otherwise, if
ambient temperature exceeds more than 34.9°C and
tractor work at maximum torque state, critical conditions
for coolant system will occur.

Considering that water pump, radiator and engine
fan affect the performance of cooling system, so these
items discussed for improving tractor cooling system.
Because of low space on tractor configuration, fan size
and water pump couldn't be modified or changed. The
Design of new radiator parameters needs calculations
related to present radiator. As shown in Figure 5, an
element of radiator considered for future calculations.

All geometrical parameters of present radiator such
as α, β, σ are calculated and Prandtl number was 0.71. 

Stanton number calculated by the following relations:

ho calculate as 177.3 W/m °C then

ηo = 1 - β(1 - ηfin)= 0.96
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(4)

Figure 4. (a) ACT with 6 blade in metal fan (b) ACT with 7 blade
in polyamide fan (c) ACT with 8 blade polyamide fan

Figure 5. Considered element in calculations

(5)



Regarding water temperature inside the radiator and

its geometries (Re=4847, ρwater = 964 kg / m3,

Cp = 4207(kJ / kgK), µ = 309 x 10-6 (N s / m2) then

h’
i = (165 + 1.7 x Tave(°F)) x (V(ft / s))0.805,

Ch = 0.913 - 0.42xlog(Dh(in)), hi = Ch x h’
i calculated as

h’
i = 765, Ch = 1.28, hi = 5571.7 W / m2K.

Using LMTD method:

Then radiator performance calculated as:

By considering the relation between ε and NTU:

Based on calculation, NTU= 0.4492, the total heat
transfer coefficient was computed as follow:

For achieving ηfin, we convert selected rectangle ele-
ment to a circle element as follow.

ηfin was calculated by following relation:

where  

ηfin gave 0.95. 

Wall resistance Rw calculated as follow: 

Regarding to total heat transfer relation

Bounding efficiency gave 0.50%.

Thus, the tractor cooling system improvement de-
pended on radiator modifications. Because of 8 blades
in polyamide fan had good performance than others (6
blade metals and 7 blades in polyamide fans) and its easy
production process, it was selected and its test data used
in calculations.

Because the radiator height and length dimensions
are fixed (for the reason of tractor components configu-
ration), we had to change radiator width only. Based on
ε - NTU and LMTD methods by using tractor cooling
test data a program was developed in Microsoft Excel
for new radiator calculation. Two types of radiators as
shown in Figure 7 were selected.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Figure 6. Converting rectangular element to circle element

(10)

(11)

(12)

Figure 7. Two type of radiators selected for dis-
cussions (a) first type (b) second type



The only variable parameter in new radiator cal-
culations was radiator width that determines radiator
tube rows. For reaching reality conditions and high pre-
cision in results, any tube rows of radiator were consi-
dered as a separate radiator. By using Microsoft Excel
software Prandtel number, kinetic viscosity,Cp(air), air 

density, Cp(water),               , f simulated by following equa-
tions and used in developed program.

Prantal Number (air) =3E-07*T^2 - 0.0004*T + 0.8044

(12)

Kinematic Viscosity=-1.1555E-14*T^3 + 9.5728E-

11*T^2 + 3.7604E-08*T - 3.4484E-06 (13)

Cp (Air) = 1.9327E-10*T^4 - 7.9999E-07*T^3 +

1.1407E-03*T^2 - 4.4890E-01*T + 1.0575E+03 (14)

Rohe (Air) = 360.77819*T^-1.00336 (15)

Cp (Water) = T + 4115 (16)

Rohe (Water) = = -0.6772*T + 1026 (17)

St.Pr^2/3=1E-09*Re^2 - 7E-06*Re + 0.0165 (18)

f = -0.000000000003*Re^3 + 0.00000002*Re^2 -

0.000006*Re + 0.073 (19)

For achieving high precision in calculations, engine
coolant and air thermal properties were calculated with
repeating new conditions. Figure 8 shows the schema
of these assumptions.

In Figure 8 color difference in radiator rows shows
engine coolant and air temperature variations, in the other
word, in the darker regions temperature is higher than
lighter regions. In developed program, engine coolant
temperature in radiator inlet, air temperature in front of
radiator and radiator geometrics were inputs parameters
and engine coolant temperature in radiator outlet, air

temperature in radiator backward, engine coolant and air
pressure drops were outputs parameters.

Regarding cooling test results, when the engine coolant
temperature in radiator fixed at 94°C, air temperature in
front of radiator was 32°C while ambient temperature was
29°C (because of tractor mounting configuration) and
engine coolant temperature in radiator outlet was 89°C.

Substituting these data in equation (4), maximum
engine coolant temperature in radiator outlet shouldn't
exceed 89 °C and minimum ACT considered be 49 °C
that it is 3 °C higher than ambient temperature.

Figure 10 shows the results of developed program for
selected two type of radiators.
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Figure 8. Schema of radiator behavior and assumptions

Figure 9. Calculation process

Figure 10. Results of developed program for two
types (a, b) of radiators



In developed program, the number of rows of radiator,

considering Figure 7.a configuration calculated to be 5

and 7 for radiator following Figure 7.b configuration.

New radiator designed calculations performed and then

prototype radiator (Figure 7.a) made and installed on tractor

and then engine cooling test performed as said before.

Results of this test are shown in Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11 the prototype radiator ACT is
46.8 °C. In developed program ACT was considered to
be 46 °C. The difference between experimental and ma-
thematical results results from ignoring the heat losses
from upper and lower tank of radiator.
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Figure 11. Result of designed and prototyped radiator

Conclusion

Regarding the developed program results, these selected two types of radiators for ITM 285 cooling system
enable the tractor to work in 46 °C ambient temperature that cover many territories in the world.
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mair :

Vair :

Arad :

ρair :

T1 :

Tamb :

ACT :

α :

β :

σ :

St  :

ho :

G  :

ηo :

ε :

Uo :

Re :

Rw :

FPI :

Th(in) :

Average (Th (out) :

Tc (in) :

Tc (out) :

Epsilon (Total) :

NTU (Total) :

Sigma :

Alfa :

Vo :

Roche (air) inlet :

Roche (air) outlet :

Delta (P) total :

Delta P (Sum) :

Nomenclature

air mass flow rate (kg / s)

air flow speed inside of radiator (m / s)

radiator frontal area (m2)

air density (kg / m3)

engine coolant outlet temperature (°C)

ambient shade temperature (°C)

Ambient Clearance Temperature (maximum ambient temperature for which the cooling system is

suitable (°C)

ratio of total heat transfer area of on side of the radiator to its volume (m2 / m3)

ratio of fin surface to total surface (dimensionless)

ratio of radiator free flow area to radiator frontal area (dimensionless)

Stanton number

convection coefficient on air side (W / m2 K)

mass flow rate (kg / s)

total efficiency of heat exchanger (dimensionless)

radiator performance (dimensionless)

overall heat transfer coefficient (W / m2°C)

Reynolds number

wall resistance m2.°C / W

fin per inch (radiator)

engine coolant temperature in radiator inlet (°C)

average engine coolant temperature in radiator outlets (°C)

air temperature in front of radiator (°C)

air temperature in backward of radiator (°C)

total radiator efficiency (dimensionless)

number of transfer units

ratio of radiator free flow area to radiator frontal area (σ, dimensionless) 

ratio of total heat transfer area of radiator to its total volume (α)

total radiator volume (m3)

air density in front of radiator (kg / m3)

air density in backward of radiator (kg / m3)

air pressure drop between in front of radiator and its backward (Pa)

air pressure drop between in front of radiator and its backward while passing any             

rows of radiator (Pa).
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1. Introduction

With an increasing demand of energy resources, con-
ventional energy is one of the most vital energy resources
that become more expensive and scarce. Thus there is a
need to generate power from renewable sources that help
reduce the demand of fossil fuels and to save non-
renewable sources for future generation. Renewable
energy is natural energy which does not have a limited
supply. Renewable energy can be used again and again,
and will never run out. Wind power is the most common
form of renewable energy. Here, electricity is generated
by blades turning turbines which run a generator. Wind
power has a potentially infinite energy supply and a
number of advantages to its use. Wind is a free commo-
dity and is in infinite supply and thus an affordable rene-
wable energy source. Further, generating wind does not
produce toxins or pollutants to the environment and thus

assists in the fight against global warming. Figure 1 shows
below the development of wind power in the past decade
(GWEC) 2010. Wind turbines are mainly Horizontal
Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) and Vertical Axis Wind
Turbine (VAWT). The Savonius type vertical axis wind
rotor was first invented by S. J. Savonius in 1929 [1]. The
design was based on the principle of Flettner's rotor. The
rotor was formed by cutting a Flettner's cylinder from
top to bottom and then moved the two semi-cylinder
surfaces sideways along the cutting plane so that the
cross-section resembled the letter 'S'. To determine the
best geometry, Savonius tested 30 different models in
the wind tunnel as well as in the open air. The best of his
rotor models had power coefficient (Cp) of 31%, and the
maximum Cp of the prototype in the natural wind was
37%. Applications of Savonius rotor, in general, includes
pumping water, driving an electrical generator, providing
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ventilation, and agitating water to keep stock ponds ice-
free during the winter [2-5]. Recently, there had been
some works done as to incorporate some modifications
in blade design to make it useful for small-scale power
requirements. Research conducted by Grinspan [6] in
this direction led to the development of a new blade
shape with a twist for the Savonius rotor. The maximum
power coefficient (Cp) of 0.5 was reported by him. Gupta
et al. [7] concentrate on three-bucket savonius rotor
with a three-bucket savonius darrieus rotor. They found
that the power coefficient obtained by the combined
savonius darrieus attained maximum efficiency of 51%.
Gupta et al. [8] studied the flow physics of a three-bucket
savonius rotor with four overlap conditions in the range
of 12.37% to 25.87% to find the optimum overlap i.e.
19.87% which is responsible for maximum power
extraction by the rotor. Bach et al. [9] made some inves-
tigations of the S-rotor and related machines. The highest
measured efficiency was 24%. McPherson et al. [10] re-
ported a highest efficiency of 33% and the maximum
power coefficient obtained by Newman et al. [11] was
only 20%. Modi et al. [12] reported a power coefficient
of 0.22. In the present study, the performance of two-
bucket savonius rotor was investigated computationally
by using Fluent 6.0 CFD software.

2. Physical Model

Savonius rotor is a vertical axis wind turbine, its
construction is very simpler and called as S-type rotor
i.e. two semi-circular buckets. The mechanism of the
conventional Savonius rotor is the difference of the drag
force exerted by wind on advancing and returning bucket.
It pushes the rotor to rotate and hence wind energy is
transferred into mechanical energy. The two-bucket

Savonius rotor is shown in Figure 2. The height of the
rotor (H) is 60cm, radius of the bucket (R) is 8.5 cm, and
the  diameter of the shaft (d) is 3.5 cm. The buckets were
spaced 1800 apart and were fixed to the central shaft with
nut and bolt arrangements.

3. Computation zone

The two-bucket Savonius rotor were analyzed in a
variation of complete cycle of rotation from 0° to 360°
in a step of 45° rotor angle. The bucket were placed at
different rotor position against the flow direction are shown
in Figure 3 below. A two dimensional steady state, 2nd

order upwind discretization method was adopted for
pressure-velocity coupling of the flow.

Figure 1. Global cumulative install capacity of wind mill

Source: GWEC 2010 Figure 2. Two-bucket savonius rotor
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4. Mathematical Formulation

Mathematical model can be defined as the combination
of dependent and independent variables and relative
parameters in the form of a set of differential equations
which defines and governs the physical phenomenon. In
the following subsections differential form of the gover-
ning equation are provided according to the compu-
tational model and their corresponding approximation
and idealizations.

4.1. Continuity Equation:

The conservation of mass equation or continuity
equation is given by

Where ρ is the density,     is the velocity vector.

4.2. Momentum Equation:

Applying the Newton's second law (force = mass x
acceleration) the conservation of momentum equation
is given by

Where ρ is the density,    is the velocity vector, p is
the static pressure, and     is the stress tensor, and        and   

are the gravitational body force and external body
forces.

4.3. Energy Equation

Energy is neither created nor destroyed. It is always
conserved.

The conservation of energy equation is given by

Where keff is the effective conductivity (k + kτ , where   

kτ is the turbulent thermal conductivity), and   is the
diffusion flux of species j.

4.4. Turbulence Model

In this study Standard k-ε turbulence model has been
used with logarithmic surface function in the analysis of
turbulent flow [13]. Momentum equation, x, y and z
components of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy (k) and
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (ε) have each
been solved with the use of the program. All these
equations have been made by using the iteration method
in such a way as to provide each equation in the central
point of the cells, and secondary interpolation method
with a high reliability level has been employed. In the
present study, the standard k-ε turbulence model with
standard wall condition was used.

The standard k- ε equations can be represented as:

Figure 3. Position of advancing bucket at different rotor angle

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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5. Mesh Generation & Boundary Condition

Mesh generation [14] constitutes one of the most im-
portant steps during the pre-process stage after the defi-
nition of the domain geometry. CFD requires the sub-
division of the domain into a number of smaller, non-
overlapping subdomains in order to solve the flow physics
within the domain geometry that has been created; this
results in the generation of a mesh (or grid) of cells (ele-
ments or control volumes) overlaying the whole domain
geometry. The accuracy of a CFD solution is governed
by the number of cells in the mesh within the compu-
tational domain.

6. Contour Analysis of a two-bucket

Savonius rotor

Contour plotting presents useful and effective graphic

technique that is frequently utilized in viewing CFD

results. In CFD, contour plots are one of the most com-

monly found graphic representations of data. The flow

field was analyzed under steady-state condition for Rey-

nolds number of Re>105. For the two-bucket savonius

rotor, the contours of static pressure were obtained for

different rotor angles: namely 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°,

225°, 270°& 315°. Figure 5 (a) to Figure 5 (h) show the

static pressure contours of two-bucket savonius rotor at

different rotor angle. These contours potray the variations

of the static pressure across the rotor. Figure 5 (a) shows

that at 0° rotor angle, the maximum change in static pres-

sure at the upstream side of the concave surface will

occur at 51.5 Pascal whereas at downstream side of the

concave surface is at -92.3 Pascal. At 45° rotor angle

Figure 5 (b), the static pressure decreases from upstream

side of the concave surface to the downstream side of

the convex surface i.e. 96.63 Pascal to -370.71 Pascal.

However, at 90° rotor angle Figure 5 (c) there is a drastic

change in static pressure from 621.02 Pascal to 597.20

Pascal from upstream side to the downstream side of the

rotor. At 135° rotor angle Figure 5 (d), static pressure

decreases from 148.45° Pascal to -230.15 Pascal from up-

stream side of concave surface to downstream side of the

convex surface. Similarly at 180° rotor angle Figure 5 (e),

static pressure decreases from 76.66 Pascal to -102.37

Pascal from upstream side to downstream side. At 225°

rotor angle Figure 5 (f), static pressure decreases from

105.30° Pascal to -363.68 Pascal from upstream side to

downstream side. At 270° rotor angle Figure 5 (g), static

pressure decreases from 411.52 Pascal at upstream side

to -1005.40 Pascal at downstream side. As shown in

Figure 5 (h), the maximum decrease in static pressure

from upstream side to downstream side is 209.42 Pascal

to -336.70 Pascal.

Figure 4. Computational mesh around two-bucket savonius rotor

TABLE 1. Boundary condition of two-bucket savonius rotor

Boundary condition

Inlet: Velocity Inlet

Sides: Symmetry

Bucket: Wall

Outlet: Pressure Outlet

Turbulence level 1%
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Figure 5 (a). Static pressure contour at 0° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (b). Static pressure contour at 45° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (c). Static pressure contour at 90° Rotor angle
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Figure 5 (f). Static pressure contour at 225° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (e). Static pressure contour at 180° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (d). Static pressure contour at 135° Rotor angle
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Figure 5 (g). Static pressure contour at 270° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (h). Static pressure contour at 315° Rotor angle

Figure 5 (i) shows below the change of static pressure
(Pascal) at different rotor angle in a complete cycle of
rotation. From this analysis, it is found that maximum
change in static pressure occurs  from rotor angle 45° to
90° and then again it sharply decrease from 135° to 225°.

Thus from this analysis it can be concluded that when the
advancing bucket is at 45° and 270° rotor angle against
flow direction is responsible for maximum generation of
drag forces and hence drastic change in static pressure.
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Conclusion

In this paper, CFD analysis of a two-bucket Savonius rotor at different rotor angles namely 0°,45°, 90°, 135°,
180°, 225°,270°& 315° was made. From steady computational analysis in the paper, it is seen that maximum change
in static pressure (Pascal) occurs when the advancing bucket (concave surface) and the returning bucket (convex
surface) is perpendicular to the flow direction i.e. at 90° and 270° rotor angle. Thus at this rotor angle there is a
maximum generation of couple by the airstreams from upstream to the downstream side which help in smooth running
of the rotor with high rpm and high torque.
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1. Introduction

The combine harvester is a typical uncertain time
varying non-linear complex system. There are many
factors (design factors, operating conditions and crop
properties) which act on it all together, and no definite
relational expression between the factors and results
could be found, and it is difficult to establish the
accurate model between them. 

Regression model is a common method in predicting
the mathematical model between the dependent variable
and the independent variables and also has used to model
the relationship between the grain loss and various com-
ponents of combine harvester which most of them were
related to rear loss from combine harvester (Hassani [4]
et al., 2011; Sheikh Davoodi [15] and Houshyar 2010;
Nath [11] et al., 1982). Regression methods are
relatively easy to implement. A further advantage is that
the relationship between input and output variables is
easy to comprehend (Ghanbari [3] et al., 2010).

Junsiri and Chinsuwan [7] (2009) developed a regression
equation to predict header losses of a combine harvester
when harvesting Thai Hom Mali rice. The results of their
study indicated that grain moisture content (M), Reel
index (RI), cutter bar speed (V), service life of cutterbar
(Y), tine spacing (R), tine clearance over cutter bar (C),
stem length (H), product of M and Y (M*Y), product of
M and V (M*V), product of RI and R (RI*R), product
of V and C (V*C), product of V and H (V*H), V2 and
RI2 were the major parameters affecting the losses. The
prediction equations had R-squared equal to 0.75.

On the other hand, intelligent solutions, based on arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) technologies, to solve complicated
practical problems in various sectors are becoming more
and more widespread nowadays. AI-based systems are
being developed and deployed worldwide in myriad appli-
cations; the main reasons behind this issue being: their
symbolic reasoning, flexibility and explanation capabilities.
(Ghanbari [3] et al., 2010; Metaxiois [9] et al., 2003)
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There are several research works which have used
from variety of AI methods in the different aspects of
combine harvester.

By the neuro-fuzzy method can construct an input-
output mapping based on both human knowledge (in the
form of fuzzy 'If-Then' rules) and stipulated input-
output data pairs. The neural component provided
supervised learning capabilities for optimizing the
membership functions and extracting fuzzy rules from a
set of input-output examples selected to cover the data
hyperspace of the sites evaluated. Accordingly, fuzzy
logic and artificial neural networks are merged to inherit
advantages of both paradigms and to avoid their
drawbacks (Huang [5] et al., 2010).

Zhou [16] et al., (2008) introduced the control
method of rotation speed of threshing drum based on
fuzzy neural network, and designed the fuzzy neural
network controller of combine harvester threshing
drum. Their simulation result showed that the fuzzy
neural network control method was feasible. 

De Carvalho Alves [2] et al., (2009) developed and
evaluated neuro-fuzzy systems as a methodology to describe
coffee harvester machine operational performance when
compared to multiple regression models. They demon-
strated that neuro-fuzzy models have better performance
when compared to multiple regression models.

Craessaerts [1] et al., (2009) developed a fuzzy control
system which combines the knowledge of experienced
operators with these data-based. Their results showed
the benefits of fuzzy control system for the cleaning
section of a combine harvester when environmental
conditions rapidly change over time.

Mesri Gundoshmian [10] et al., (2010) developed a three-
layer perceptron neural network model, which investi-
gated the influence of the wheat yield, crop variety, crop
moisture content, crop height, height of cut, threshing
drum speed, concave clearance, fan speed, chaffer opening
and lower sieve opening on the combine performance. 

Omid [12] et al., (2010) developed a fuzzy logic controller
(FLC) incorporating human expert knowledge designed
for automatic adjustment and control of the harvester to
achieve minimal grain losses especially at the position
of straw walker and upper sieve. Their experimental
tests showed a significant difference between loss mean

in the combine equipped with the controller and the one
without FLC.

The major percent of the header loss is caused by
improper adjustments. In this study, neuro-fuzzy model
and regression method were applied to develop fore-
casting models which can predict the combine header
loss for each set of the header parameter adjustments
related to site-specific information and therefore can
minimize the header loss.

2. Materials and methods

The field experiment was conducted during the har-
vesting season of 2011 at the research station of Faulty
of Agriculture, Shiraz University, Shiraz, Iran. The wheat
field (CV. Shiraz) was harvested with a Claas Lexion-
510 combine harvester. The main factors which influence
the header performance are reel index (RI) (forward
speed of combine harvester divided by peripheral speed
of reel), in the levels of 1, 1.2, 1.5, cutting height (CH),
in the levels of 25, 30, 35 cm, the horizontal distance of
reel tine bar from cutter bar (HD), in the levels of 0, 5,
10 cm and vertical distance of reel tine bar from cutter
bar (VD), in the levels of 5, 10, 15 cm which are taken
as the input variables for neuro-fuzzy model and only
combine header loss is output of the model.

Some frames with the dimensions of 50 x 50 cm
were used to determine the amount of header loss. In
order to determine the header loss, the frame was placed
on the ground in the vacant place behind the cutter bar,
where output material from the back of the combine was
not allowed to pour on the ground. Grains and ears
found inside the frame were gathered, weighed and then
the amount of pre-harvest loss was subtracted form it
(Hassani [4] et al., 2011; Roy [14] et al., 2001). A fractional
factorial design based on completely randomized design
(CRD) was used to determine the header loss. Each test
was repeated three times and for each repetition, the
combine harvester was run in the distance of at least 15
meters to ensure the stable workload before data
collection at 10 meters (Junsiri and Chinsuwan [7] 2009).

In the first step of the analysis, multiple regression
analysis was implemented to develop a model which can
establish the relationship between independent variables
and a dependent variable based on obtained data in this
study. 
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Multiple regression analysis is a powerful technique
used for predicting the unknown value of a variable
from the known value of two or more variables - also
called the predictors. In general, the multiple regression
equation of Y on X1, X2, …, Xn is given by:

Y = b0 + b1 X1 + b2 X2 + …………… + bn Xn (1)

Where, b0 is the intercept, representing the amount
the dependent y will be when all the independent
variables are 0. b1, b2, b3, …, bn are regression coef-
ficients, representing the amount the dependent variable y
changes when the corresponding independent variable
(Xi) changes one unit. They can be interpreted the same
way as slope.

On the other hand, in neuro-fuzzy systems, membership
functions and if-then rules were defined through neural
networks. Sugeno-type fuzzy inference model was applied
to generate fuzzy rules from a given input-output data set
due to its less time-consuming and mathematically trac-
table defuzzification operation for sample data-based
fuzzy modeling (Jang et al., 1997; Pan and Yang 2007;
De Carvalho Alves et al., 2009). The fuzzy rules using
Sugeno-type fuzzy model are expressed in following form:

Where xi, i = 1,2,…,n, is is ith input variable, Aij is the
jth linguistic value (for example, low, medium, high)
related to xi. Function fp is the consequent output of the
rule, and      is the Sugeno parameter. A general structure
neuro- fuzzy system was shown in Figure 2. The struc-
ture for this study has four inputs and each input variable
as mentioned and three membership functions (mf),
result in 81 rules.

As indicated in Figure 1, the system has a total of
five layers. The functioning of each layer is described as
follows.

In the first layer (fuzzification layer) the crisp inputs
are fuzzified through membership functions. In this paper,
all the membership functions are Gaussian functions
described by:

Where c and σ represents the membership function
center and width, respectively, in order to determine the
x coordinates of the Gaussian membership function and  

in fact shows the membership functions of Aij.

In second layer (rule layer), output of each node
shows the firing strength of a rule.      (firing strength)
is generated by cross multiplying all of the membership
function obtained from the first layer.

(2)

a a
t

Figure 1. Structure of neuro- fuzzy system with five layers
(Pan and Yang 2007)

Figure 2. Observed and predicted values for combine header loss
by regression analysis

(3)

(4)
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In the third layer (normalization layer), each node
calculates of the ratio of the ith rule's firing strength to
the sum of all rule's firing strengths as normalized firing
strengths.

The fourth layer (consequent layer) multiplies the
normalized firing strength with the linear consequence.

The fifth layer (output layer) computes the overall
output as the summation of all obtained values from
layer 4.

3. Results and Discussion

In this study, for four input variables under conside-
ration, a multiple regression method was used for mo-
deling and the coefficients of regression model were
estimated from the experimental results. The multiple
regression equation obtained for combine header loss is
as follows:

Header loss = 0.655 + 1.327(RI) + 0.241(CH) - 0.1(HD)
+ 0.236(VD) (8)

Once a multiple regression equation has been con-
structed, one can check how good it is (in terms of pre-
dictive ability) by examining the coefficient of determi-
nation (R2). R2 is a statistic measure that will shows good-
ness of fit of the model and always lies between 0 and 1.
All software provides it whenever regression procedure
is run. The closer R2 is to 1, the better is the model and
its prediction.

Amount of 0.635 for R2 was obtained for observed
and predicted combine header loss using regression ana-
lysis. Figure 2, presents comparison bettween results
from observed and predicted combine header loss with
multiple regression method.

A neuro-fuzzy system was developed for predicting
the combine header loss with reel index, cutting height,
the horizontal distance of reel tine bar from cutter bar
and vertical distance of reel tine bar from cutter bar as
input variables. Model has three membership functions
for each input. Gaussian membership functions and
rules were defined for knowledge representation of
header loss. 

It was verified good performance of neuro-fuzzy
model based on R2 obtained from observed and predicted
combine header loss. neuro-fuzzy model explained 98.7%
combine header loss (Figure 3).

Neuro-fuzzy model performed better when compared
to multiple regression model. According to Liu and
Abonyi (2006) and de Carvalho Alves et al., (2009) neuro-
fuzzy is an extension to existing modelling methods and
not their replacement. Predicting header loss is an im-
portant issue in minimizing amount of harvest grain loss.
neuro-fuzzy model presented satisfactory application to
describe header loss of a combine harvester. It showed
R2 equal to 0.987 which is superior to multiple regression
method with 0.635. In fact, the amount of R-squared is
a good indicator to check the prediction performance of
the model. Based on developed neuro-fuzzy system model,
levels of reel index, cutting height, the horizontal distance
of reel tine bar from cutter bar and vertical distance of
reel tine bar from cutter bar could be recommended
according to minimize header loss.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Figure 3. Observed and predicted values for combine header loss
by Neuro-  Fuzzy model
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Conclusion

A multiple regression model and neuro-fuzzy model were developed to predict combine header loss. Models
were validated and compared by means of the coefficient of determination (R2) values. The obtained R2 amounts for
these two models indicated that neuro-fuzzy model forecasted combine header loss better than multiple regression
model. So, neuro-fuzzy model can be considered as a good tool for minimizing the uncertainties in prediction of
combine header loss.
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1. Introduction

The modification of the physical and chemical
characteristics of rainwater is one of the environmental
problems facing both developing and developed Nations
of World. The use of fossil fuels, industrial activities and
poor land use (such as improper disposal of waste) are
responsible for the change in the chemistry of rainwater.
Nearly all groundwater originates from rainwater or
snowmelt that infiltrates through the soil into the flow

systems in underlying geologic materials or aquifer [2].
The continuous emissions of CO2, SO2 and NO2 gases
into the atmosphere in industrialized urban areas result
in the formation of acid rain. The acid rain can infiltrate
into the aquifer resulting in its pollution. This apart, rain-
water has direct impacts on the soil, vegetation, humans,
animals and materials. The pH of rainwater in non-urban
and non-industrial areas varies from 5 to 6 [2] while the
pH of acid rain is less than 5.6 [3].

Abstract

T
he physical and che-
mical characteristics

of rainwater samples ob-
tained from ten (10) gauge
stations in Owerri metro-
polis and environs of Imo
State, Southeastern Ni-
geria, were analyzed using
digital meters and Atomic
Absorption Spectrophoto-
meter (AAS). The results
indicate that the concen-
trations of the hydrogen
ion (pH) of the rainwater
vary from 4.75 to 5.40
while the total hardness varies from 1.63 to 1,91mg/l.
The electrical conductivity varies from 25.40 to
36.50µS/cm while the total dissolved solids vary from
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10.80mg/l while K+ concentrations range from 8.00 to
9.50mg/l. The concentrations of HCO3- vary from 25 to
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2- vary from 1.20 to 2.20mg/l.
The Cl- contents varies from 5.35 to 6.10mgh/l while
those of NO3- vary from 0.0004 to 0.070mg/l. Sodium
Adsorption Ratio (SAR) range from 2.90 to 3.0, indica-

ting that the rainwater is
excellent for irrigation
purposes (although the pH
must be corrected). Except
for pH values (which indi-
cated acid rain deposition),
all he other measured pa-
rameters conformed to the
standard for safe drinking
water [1]. The rainwater
can be generally described
as acidic, soft and fresh
based on the pH, total hard-
ness and TDS values. The
relative abundance of the
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in decreasing order is:  Na 2+ > K + >Ca 2+ > Mg 2+ while
that of the major anions is: HCO 3 - >Cl- >SO 4

2- >NO 3 -;
the water facies  are Na+K and  HCO 3 + CO3, indicating
a NaHCO3 water type. Apart from its impact on building
roofs, vehicles, metals, monuments and sculptures, acid
rain can cause soil and water pollution. Harvested rain-
water in the study area can be treated for pH using so-
dium bicarbonate and used for agricultural and domestic
purposes.
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The study area (Figure 1) is located within Owerri
metropolis and environs with a population of over three
million people [4]; the area is within the industrialized
urban area. About 80% of the population depend on pipe
borne water from both public and private water sources.
The quality of the water resources of the area can be

modified by the rainwater that falls over the area; the
chemistry of the rainwater on the other hand is constantly
being modified by gaseous emissions in the area. The
gases (SO2, NO2 and CH4) are released from industrial
areas and landfills within the metropolis. Hence, although
some studies [5, 6, 7and 8] have been carried out on the
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Figure 1. Geographical Map of the Study Area Showing Sampling Points



water resources of southeastern Nigeria of which the study
is part, there is paucity of information on the hydro
chemical characteristics of rainwater in the area. The few
available literature include the report of acid rain depo-
sition around Avu landfill and environs, Southeastern
Nigeria [9]. Another is the study of the chemistry of rain-
water collected within Utorogu Oil Producing Commu-
nity of Niger Delta, Southeastern Nigeria [10].

Although rainwater harvesting is not in vogue in
urban areas, it could be an alternative water source during
acute water supply. This apart, acid rain constitutes a
threat to building roofs, vehicles soil, surface and ground-
water resources. The climate change phenomenon has
aggravated the problem of acid rain deposition. There is
therefore need for regular monitoring of the chemistry
of rainwater.

2. Climatic conditions

The study area lies within the equatorial belt of Nigeria.
The mean monthly temperature of the area varies from
25 to 28.5 °C while the mean annual rainfall is about
2.500 mm most of which fall between the months of May
and October [11]. The wet season (May-October) is
characterized by moderate temperature and high relative
humidity. The months of November to April (dry season)
have scanty rainfall, higher degrees of temperature and
low relative humidity [8]. The wind direction in Owerri
area and environs (of which the study area is a part) is
mainly South-West, North-West and West. However, the
South-West wind direction is the strongest [12].

3. Geology and hydrology

The study area (Figure 1) is underlain by the Benin
Formation (a major stratigraphic unit in the Niger Delta
Basin of Nigeria). The Benin Formation consists of
friable sands with intercalations of shale/clay lenses of
Pliocene to Miocene age [13 and 14]. The formation also
contains some isolated gravels, conglomerates and very
coarse sandstone. The Benin Formation is highly porous
and permeable and thus acts as the aquifer for ground-
water storage in the study area. However, the porous and
permeable nature of the Benin Formation provides
migration pathway to both infiltrating rainwater and
pollutants. The average thickness of the formations in
the study area is about 800 m while the average depth to

water table is about 18 m [15]. The elevation of the study
area is about 65 m above sea level. The study area is
drained by Otamiri and Oramiriukwa Rivers (Figure 1).
The rivers serve both as domestic and commercial water
supply sources; they are also used for fishing, recreation
and sand extraction activities. The rivers also serve as
tourist and research centers.

4. Materials and methods

Rainwater samples obtained from ten gauge stations
located at Orji, Egbu, Naze, Avu, Uratta, Aladinma, Ama-
kohia, Nekede, Egbeada and Ikenegbu (Figure 1) in July,
2011, were obtained with the aid of  clean bowls and 1.5
liters plastic containers. The bowls were placed on a 1.5m
high stool for direct harvesting of the rainwater; the har-
vested rainwater samples were as soon as transferred
carefully into sterilized 1.5 plastic containers. The sample
containers were corked immediately the samples were
obtained so as to prevent the oxidation of the constituents.
The rainwater samples were sent to the laboratory within
24 hours of collection for analysis. However, the physical
parameters (pH, Electrical Conductivity and Total Dis-
solved Solids) of the rainwater samples were determined
in-situ using digital meters while the major constituent
cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ and K+) and anions (HCO3-,
SO4

2- , Cl- , and NO3-) were determined using Atomic
Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS). The AAS was
also used to determine the concentrations of Pb2+, Zn2+,
Ni2+ and V3+.

The concentrations of the major constituent cations
and anions in milligram/liter (mg/l) were converted to
milliequivalent/liter (meq/l) using the equation 1 [16]
below:

Concentrations (meq/l) =Concentrations (meq/l)

Equivalent mass           (1)

The concentrations in meq/l were used to prepare
Piper trilinear and Stiff diagrams as well as calculation
of Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR). The SAR was
determined using the equation 2 [17].

The total hardness (as CaCO3) of the rainwater was
determined using the equation 3 [18].
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Total hardness (as CaCO3)mg/l = 2.5 (Ca2+) 
+ 4.1 (Mg2+) (3)

5. Results and discussion

The results of the field measurements (pH, Electrical
Conductivity and Total Dissolved Solids) and those
obtained after analysis of the rainwater samples in the
laboratory are shown in Table 1. The computed Sodium
Adsorption Ratio of the rainwater samples are also
shown in Table 1, while the concentrations of the major
cations and anions in milliequivalent/liter and percentage
are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

5.1. Physical Parameters of the Rainwater

The concentrations of hydrogen ion (pH) of the rain-
water (Table 1) obtained at various locations (Table 1)
ranged from 4.75  to 5.40: thus indicating acid rain depo-
sition. Acid rain refers to rainwater with pH values less
than 5.6 [3]. The acid rain has been attributed to the high
concentrations of NO2 and SO2 gaseous emissions in the
study area [9]. These gases owe their sources to industries
and landfills in the study area. NO2 reacts with water to
form two strong acids (Nitrous and Nitric acids) thus
contributing to acid rain formation (equations 4 and 5).

SO2 also reacts with water forming two strong acids
(Sulphrous and Sulphuric acids), equations 3 and 4 .

The reaction of CO2 gas with water also contributes
to acid rain deposition (Equation 5).

Acid rain constitutes a variety of threats to the envi-
ronment which includes damage to forests, destruction
of aquatic life such as fish and other materials (such as
metals). Certain crops like vegetables, legumes and some
variety of fruits do not thrive under highly acidic soil.
However, acid rain do not promote the growth of certain
aquatic plants such as water hyacinth; water hyacinth
grow best between pH of 7.0 and 9.20 [3]. As acidity

increases, submerged aquatic plants decrease and deprive
water fowls of their basic food source. At pH of 6.0,
freshwater shrimp cannot survive; at pH of about 5.50,
bottom-dwelling bacteria decomposer begins to die leaving
undecomposed leaf litter and other organic debris to
collect on the bottom. This deprives planktons, their food
resulting in their death. As undecomposed organic leave
litter increase due to the loss of bottom- dwelling bacteria,
toxic metals such as aluminums, mercury and lead within
the litter are released. These toxic metals are inimical to
the human health [3]. For instance, excessive concen-
tration of Aluminum (> 0.2mg/l) in water causes potential
neurological degenerative disorders while lead (when in
excess of 0.01mg/l) causes cancer and interference with
vitamin D metabolism; it also affects mental development
in infants and is also toxic to the central and peripheral
nervous systems. People who ingest mercury in tainted
fish suffer serious health problems; the concentration of
mercury in excess of 0.001mg/l affects the kidney and
central nervous system [3]. Below pH value of about
4.50, all fish will die [3]. Acidic water attacks metals
and destroys the paints of vehicles and civil structures
(buildings and overhead bridge) as well as statues,
sculptures and monuments that constitute part of our
cultural heritage.

Electrical conductivity of the rainwater varies from
25.40 to 36.50µS/cm while the Total Dissolved Solids
(TDS) vary from 15 to 21.50mg/l. These values con-
formed to the standard for safe drinking water [1]. On
the basis of electrical conductivity and TDS values, the
rainwater can be classified as excellent [19]. The TDS
values also show that the rainwater can be described as
fresh. Based on the Australian and UNESCO standard
for livestock which stated that the TDS values between
0 to 2900mg/l one suitable for all animals [19], the rain-
water obtained in the study area (when treated with so-
dium bicarbonate to correct its pH) is suitable for live-
stock farming since the TDS ranged from 15 to 21.50mg/l.

The total hardness of the rainwater values varies from
1.63 to 1.91mg/l indicating that the water is soft. The low
hardness value is due to the low concentrations of Ca2+

and Mg2+ ions in the rainwater (Table 1).  The hardness
values make the rainwater suitable for washing purposes
(although rainwater harvested for such purpose must be
treated to correct the pH).
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5.2. Major cations and anions

The concentrations of major cations and anions of
the rainwater (Table1) conform to the standard for safe
drinking water [1]. The concentrations of Ca2+ vary from
0.43 to 0.60mg/l while that of Mg2+ vary from 0.07 to
0.20mg/l.  The concentrations of Na+ vary from 8.80 to
10.0mg/l while K+ values range from 8.00 to 9.50mg/l.
The concentrations of HCO3- vary from 25 to 31.40mg/l
while SO4

2- range from 1.20 to 2.20mg/l; Cl- concen-
trations varies from 5.28 to 6.10mg/l while NO3- range
from 0.004 007mg/l. The results indicate that the con-
centrations of the constituent major cations and anions
are generally low and this is typical of most rainwater
resources in industrialized urban areas [2]. It is important
to note that apart from the contribution of SO2 gas to acid

rain formation (equations 4 ,5 and 6), it also contributes
to the formation of sulphate ions (equation 7) and this
accounts for the source of SO4

2- in the rainwater.

The dissociation of carbonic acid (H2CO3) formed
following the reaction of CO2 gas with H2O (equation 8),
results in the release of HCO3- ions (equation 8); this
reaction contributes significantly to the high concen-
trations of  HCO3- ions in the rainwater.

Over the oceans and near the coasts (as is the case with
the study area), the main source of dissolved materials
such as Na+ and Cl, in the rainwater is sea salt. When
waves break, fine droplets of seawater are injected into
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TABLE 1. Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Rainwater in the Study Area

Parameters Orji EGBU NAZE AVU URATTA ALADINMA AMAKOHIA NEKEDE EGBEADA IKENEGBU WHO (2006)

pH

Electrical
conductivity
(µS/Cm)

TDS (mg/l)

Total Hardness

as CaCO3

(mg/l)

Ca2+ (mg/l)

Mg2+ (mg/l)

Na+ (mg/l)

K+ (mg/l)

HCO3- (mg/l)

SO4
2- (mg/l)

Cl- (mg/l)

NO3
- (mg/l)

Pb2+ (mg/l)

V3+ (mg/l)

Ni2+ (mg/l)

Zn2+ (mg/l)

4.75

30.50

19.20

1.60

0.48

0.10    

10.30

9.00

28

1.60

5.50

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.05

0.10

4.90

26.40

15.00

1.63

0.52

0.08

9.80

8.80

30

2.04

5.40

0.06

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.15

4.80

34.00

20

1.72

0.46

0.14

10.50

9.40

32

1.20

5.65

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.18

5.20

36.50

21.50

1.87

0.60

0.09

9.40

8.40

25

1.50

6.00

004

0.02

0.05

0.04

0.13

4.80

30.40

18.60

1,84

0.54

0.12

9.20

8.20

30

1.80

5.52

0.02

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.22

5.10

28.30

15.40

1.91

0.45

0.16

9.80

9.40

32

2.00

5.40

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.25

5.30

34.20

20.80

1.72

0.54

0.09

8.80

8.70

26.8

1.50

6.10

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.17

5.40

30.80

18.50

1.91

0.47

0.18

10.60

9.50

32.0

2.10

5.41

0.05

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.21

5.20

25.40

15.00

1.70

0.57

0.07

9.00

8.40

27.0

1.60

5.35

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.03

0.27

5.00

27.40

16.80

1.90

0.43

0.20

10.80

8.00

31.4

2.20

5.28

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.14

6.50-9.00

250-1480

500.1000

100-500

75-200

50-150

150

200

350-500

250-600

25-50

0.05

0.05

0.05

5

(7)

(8)



the atmosphere. The water evaporates, leaving a solid
aerosol particle, which is transported by winds until it is
dissolved by rain. This process is responsible for the
high concentrations of Na+ and Cl- in rainwater [20].
Ca2+ ion in rainwater is presumably derived from dust in
the atmosphere while NO3- is derived from plants, agri-
culture animal waste and fertilizers, and automobile
exhausts [20]. The chemistry of rainwater around Amazon
basins shows that it has Na+ + K+ as the dominant cation
with significant concentrations of Cl- and SO4

2- [20].
However, the concentrations of Cl- in the rainwater within
the Amazon Basin are greater than that of SO4

2- [20].
The chemistry of rainwater within the Amazon Basin is
similar to that of the study area.

The relative abundance the major constituent cations
in decreasing order is:  Na+ > K+ > Ca2+ >Mg2+ while that

of the anions is: HCO3- > Cl- > SO4
2- > NO3-. The low

concentrations of Cl- in the rainwater (Table 1) implies
that it offers no salinity hazard [19] such a laxative effects.

The rainwater samples exhibited close chemical cha-
racteristics probably due to the fact that they were
obtained from the same industrial urban setting. The
close relationship in the chemical character can be appre-
ciated from the pH values of the rainwater samples. Geo-
chemical plots (Piper and Stiff diagrams) of the con-
stituent major cations and anions (Figures 2 and 3) also
confirm the close chemical character of the rainwater.

5.3. Other metals

The concentrations of Pb2+ in the rainwater vary 0.02
to 0.05mg/l while that of V3+ varies from 0.03 to 00.0mg/l.
Ni2+ concentrations varies from 0.02 to 0.05mg/l while
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Figure 2. Piper Trilinear Diagram of Major Ions in Rainwater from the Study Area
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Figure 3. Stiff Diagram Showing Chemical Character of Rainwater in the Study Area
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Zn2+ vary from 0.10 t0 0.27mg/l. The concentrations of
lead, vanadium, zinc and nickel conformed to the standard
for safe drinking water [1]. Excessive concentration of
vanadium affects the nervous system while excessive
concentrations of Ni2+ in water cause hair loss and chronic
anaemia.

5.4. Rainwater quality

Except for the acidic nature of the rainwater samples,
other measured physical and chemical parameters con-
form to the standard for safe drinking water [1]. Piper
trilinear diagram (Figure 2) shows that the rainwater
samples lie within the potable water zone of the diamond
portion of the diagram. The diagram also shows that the

water facies types are Na+K and HCO3 + CO3 indicating
NaHCO3 water type. Stiff diagram (Figure 3) also con-
firms that rainwater type is mainly NaHCO33. If treated
with sodium bicarbonate (soda ash), the rainwater can
be harvested for domestic purposes, especially during
acute water shortage.

The Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) of the rainwater
indicates that it is excellent for irrigation purposes
(Table 4), although it has to be treated to correct the pH.
It is important to note that both the surface and ground-
water resources in the study area are NaHCO3 type [6
and 21]. This signifies a positive correlation in the
chemistry of the rainwater and that of the surface and
groundwater resources of the study area. 

TABLE 2. SAR Values and Concentrations of the Major Cations and Anions of the Rainwater Samples

in Milliequivalent/Litre

Parameters Orji EGBU NAZE AVU URATTA ALADINMA AMAKOHIA NEKEDE EGBEADA IKENEGBUEQUIVALENT

Ca2+ (meq/l)

Mg2+ (meq/l)

Na+ (meq/l)

K+ (meq/l)

Total

HCO3- (meq/l)

SO4
2- (meq/l)

Cl- (meq/l)

NO3
- (meq/l)

Total

SAR

.024

.008

.448

.230

0.710

.459

.033

.155

.001

0.648

3.60

.026

.007

.426

.225

0.684

.492

.043

.152

.001

0.688

3.30

.023

.011

.470

.240

0.774

.525

.025

.159

.0003

0.709

3.60

.030

.007

.409

.215

0.661

.410

.031

.169

.001

0.611

3.00

.027

.018

.400

.210

0.647

.492

.038

.156

.003

0.686

2.70

.033

.013

.426

.240

0.702

.025

.042

.162

.001

0.720

3.20

.027

.007

.383

.223

0.640

.439

.031

.172

.011

0.653

2.90

.024

0.15

.461

.243

0.734

525

.044

.152

.001

0.722

3.30

.029

.006

.391

.215

0.641

.443

.033

.151

.001

0.628

2.90

.022

.016

.470

.205

0.713

.492

0.046

.149

.001

0.711

3.40

20.00

12.20

23.00

39.10

61.00

48.00

35.50

62.00
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TABLE 3. Percentage of Major Cations and Anions in the Rainwater Samples

Parameters Orji EGBU NAZE AVU URATTA ALADINMA AMAKOHIA NEKEDE EGBEADA IKENEGBU

Ca2+ (%)

Mg2+ (%)

Na+ (%)

IC+ (%)

Total

HCO3- (%)

SO4
2- (%)

CL- (%)

NO3
- (%)

Total

3.40

1.10

63.1

32.4

100

70.8

5.10

23.9

0.20

100

3.80

1.00

62.3

32.9

100

71.40

6.20

22.10

0.30

100

3.00

1.40

60.70

34.9

100

74.00

3.50

22.40

0.10

100

4.50

1.10

61.90

32.50

100

67.10

5.10

27.70

0.10

100

4.20

1.50

61.80

32.5

100

71.70

5.50

22.70

0.10

100

3.30

1.90

60.70

34.1

100

72.90

5.80

21.10

0.20

100

4.20

1.10

59.80

34.9

100

66.20

4.50

24.80

0.50

100

3.20

2.00

62.00

32.5

100

72.70

6.10

21.10

0.10

100

4.50

0.90

61.50

33.1

100

70.40

5.30

24.00

0.30

100

3.10

2.20

65.70

28.8

100

72.40

6.5

21.00

0.10

100

TABLE 4. Modified Wilcox quality of irrigation water (Todd, 1980)

Water Class

Electrical

Conductivity

(µS/cm)

Total dissolved

Solids (mg/l)
SAR

Excellent

Good

Permissible

Doubtful

<250

250-750

750-2000

2000-3000

<250

200-500

500-1500

1500-3000

0.10

10.18

18-26

26-30

Salinity

Hazard

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Conclusion

The hydro-chemical investigation of the rainwater in the study area indicates that the water is acidic and domi-
nantly NaHCO3 water type. The investigation also shows that the water facies are Na+K and HCO3 + CO3. The
relative abundance of the constituent major cations and anions in decreasing order is Na+ >K+ >Ca2+ >Mg2+ while
that of the major anions is HCO3- >Cl- > SO4

2- >NO3-. Piper  trilinear diagram shows that the rainwater is potable
based on constituent major cations and anions. The Piper and Stiff diagrams indicate a close chemical relationship
f the rainwater samples. Except for the pH, all other measured chemical parameters of the rainwater conform to the
standard for safe drinking water [1]. The rainwater, if treated for pH, can be used for domestic and agricultural pur-
poses (irrigation and livestock farming). If untreated, the rainwater can cause soil and water pollution as well as
destruction vegetation; it can attack building roofs, monuments, sculptures and statues which constitute part of our
cultural heritage. The pH of the rainwater can be corrected using sodium bicarbonate (soda ash). There is need for
regular monitoring of air quality in the study area as well as proper disposal of waste. Scrubbers should be installed
at industrial areas and waste disposal sites so as to reduce the quantity of gases (SO2 and NO2) that are released
from these sources into the atmosphere. There is also the need to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels in the study
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area. Building roofs in the study area should be designed to allow easy run-off of rainwater, while vehicles should be
parked in garage. In the absence of garage, vehicles parked outside should be properly covered with high quality
tarpaulins; monuments, sculptures and statues should be kept under roofed structures.
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1. Introduction

Several studies have shown that air pollution is a
threat to human health (Ohura et al., 2006; Simona et al.,
2009; Zhao et al., 2004). VOCs are known for degrading
air quality; their associated oxidants are threatening to
both human health and ecosystem. (Molina et al., 2007;
Ulman and Chilmonczyk, 2007). Short-term adverse effects
include conjunctive irritation, nose and throat discomfort,
headache and sleeplessness, allergic skin reaction, nausea,
fatigue and dizziness. While the long term adverse effects
include loss of coordination, leukaemia, anaemia, cancer
and damage to liver, kidney and central nervous system
(Kim et al., 2001; Pohl et al., 2003; Kerbachi et al.,

2006). Volatile Organic Compounds are commonly en-
countered by people as they go about their daily routine.
Studies have shown that VOCs enter the human blood-
stream through inhalation, ingestion and through the skin
(ATSDR, 2001). In Nigeria, air quality status of different
environments has been reported (Ukepbor et al., 2010,
Olumayede and Okuo, 2012a,b). In a previous study on
Nigeria atmosphere, Olumayede et al (2012a) reported
that VOCs concentrations were influenced by economic
activities. Similarly, Okuo et al (2012) reported that
ambient VOCs concentrations exhibited significant cor-
relation with meteorological parameters. Unfortunately,
most of those studies were carried out in urban atmo-
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T
his study investigated
volatile organic com-

pounds pollution based on
the principles of dilution,
diffusion and dispersion in
a rural fishing community
of Take, Lagos state; South-
western, Nigeria. The air
samples were collected by
passive sampler (ORSA 5).
The air samplers were ex-
posed to a height of 1.5 -
2.0 m and sampling was
carried out four times a
month for a period of 12
months. The adsorbed VOCs
were desorbed with carbon
disulphide (CS2) and the
solution analysed using Gas Chromatography (GC) fit-
ted with Flame Ionization Detector (FID). The results
from analysis of the air samples collected showed that
twenty six (26) VOCs were captured in Take area. The

VOCs area were classified
thus: aromatics 43%, halo-
genated 28%, esters 4%,
ketones 13%, alcohols 6 %,
ethers 6%. There is a signi-
ficant difference (Pvalue < 0.05)
between the levels of
VOCs in Take area. The
meteorological parameters
showed significant corre-
lations with the ambient
concentrations of VOCs.
The principal component
analysis revealed that the
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thropogenic and three (3)
factors were identified as
sources of VOCs in the
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sions from waste dump dominating.
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sphere, only Okuo et al (2011) reported VOC concen-
tration in some health and financial institution Micro-
environments in Benin City. In this report, VOCs levels
were found to be lower than the international standards
when compared. Take is a community situated at the
bank of Lagos Lagoon in Etiosa Local Government area
in Epe division of Lagos state. It is located on longitude
6.36° N and latitude 3.59°. Take a population of 108
people (NPC, 2009). The people live in makeshift stalls
(houses) which are all lumped together. There are neither
streets nor road network in Take. The only source of
electricity is the solar power provided by the Lagos state
government (LASG, 2006). Take was selected as back-
ground study because it is an area devoid of vehicular
and human activities. The only human activity in Take
is fishing. Therefore, there is need to investigate ambient
air pollution by volatile organic compounds in Take areas
of Lagos state. Therefore, the main objectives of this
study are to determine the background levels of Volatile
Organic Compounds in Take areas of Lagos state and
determine the contributions of both natural and anthro-
pogenic sources to VOCs emission in the areas of study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Sampling Locations

This study was conducted in Take areas of Lagos state.
Take lies within the tropical rainforest region with two
distinct seasons: Wet and dry seasons. The temperature
throughout the year ranges between 21°C and 30°C.
Humidity is relatively high while the rainfall ranges
between 150mm - 200mm. The wind speed recorded
during the study ranged between 3.20 - 6.00 ms-1.

2.2 Selection of Sampling Sites

The samples were collected at five sites within Take
area. The sites were carefully chosen based on the
following criteria: Cost of equipment, accessibility to
the locations; freedom from any obstacle to free flow of
air in the vicinity, and security of the sampler. The
locations (sites) were chosen to reflect activities in the
areas. The geo-referencing was carried out by using
GARMIN GPS MAP 76S.

2.3 Sampling Device and Collection of Ambient VOCs

Ambient air samples were collected using ORSA 5
diffusion tubes from Dragger Safety, Lubeck, Germany.
The Sampler comprises a glass sampling tube open at
both ends and filled with activated charcoal. Each opening
in sampling tube is filled with cellulose acetate diffusion
barrier. Ambient air diffuses into the sampling tube in a
controlled manner. The cross section, tube length and
diffusion coefficient are constant and expresses the
sampling rate (NIOSH, 1984).

TABLE 1. Monitoring Locations, their Characteristics

and Coordinates at Take Area.

Site Code Co-ordinates Site description

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TAK1

TAK2

TAK3

TAK4

TAK5

N 60 36' 16.7”
E 30 58' 35.0”

N 60 36' 18.2”
E 30 59' 27.9”

N 60 36' 40.4”
E 30 59' 43.0”

N 60 36' 32.6”
E 40 00' 07.6”

N 60 36' 27.4”
E 30 59' 31.1”

A location with makeshift houses
lumped together with no human
activity except fishing.

A location with makeshift houses
lumped together with no human
activity except fishing.

A location with makeshift houses
lumped together with no human
activity except fishing.

A location with makeshift houses
lumped together with no human
activity except fishing.

A location with makeshift houses
lumped together with no human
activity except fishing.

Figure 1. Percentage Composition of each family of VOCs in
Take Area.
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2.4. Sampling routine

Samplings were carried out during dry and wet
seasons. The samplers were exposed at a height of 1.5 -
2.0 metres. Sampling was done 4 times a month, for a
period of 12 months. The samplers were harvested after
seven days and taken to the laboratory for analysis. A
total of 480 samples were collected for the two seasons.
During each round of ambient sampling, meterological
parameters such as temperature, wind speed, wind
direction and rainfall were also recorded.

3. Analytical Methods

3.1 Extraction Process 

After sampling, adsorption tubes were labeled and
closed with special caps to avoid contamination and
desorption. The samples were placed into tightly closed
special plastic bags and kept in a freezer until they were
processed. Before analysis, contents of both sections of
the adsorbed tubes were placed into two different vials
in which they were weighed, 10ml carbon disulphide
(CS2) was added as the extraction solvent to each tube
(ASTM, 1988). Samples were extracted using a magnetic

stirrer (Jenweary 1103) for 30min. The extracted samples
were then filtered and stored in a freezer until they were
analyzed using Gas Chromatographic instrument (GC)
fitted with flame ionization detector (FID).

3.2 Chromatographic Analysis

The extracted solutions were analyzed with gas chro-
matograph (GC) (Perkin Elmer Clarus 500) equipped
with a flame ionization detector (FID). The GC / FID was
standardized and calibrated by injecting about 2µL VOC
- mix into it. The GC with a capillary column (Elite - V)
(40m x 0.18mm x i.d 1.0µm) was used with an initial
oven temperature of 35°C (held for 2min) increased to
60°C at a rate of 4°C min-1 (held for 0min) and finally to
225°C at the rate of 40°C min-1 (held for 5min). Helium
was used as carrier gas at a constant flow rate of 45ml min-1.
The bake time was 8 min at 260°C. The split ratio is 1:
40 and the injection and detection temperatures were
maintained at 250°C and 280°C respectively.

3.3 Chemical Standards and Instrumental Calibration

External calibration was carried out with a Volatile
Organic Calibration Mix containing 40 VOCs in

Figure 2. GIS Map Showing the Sampling Sites and in Spatial Distribution of Total VOCs Concentrations
at Take Area.
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2000mgL-1 in Methanol ( Supelco, Bellefonte, U.S.A.).
The calibration was performed by analyzing diluted stan-
dards. The standard solution was prepared by dilution in
CS2 / methanol for gas chromatography. Seven cali-
bration levels of concentration range of 0.1 and 3.0 mg·L-1

(0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) with CS2 were prepared
from stock standard in a clean vial. They were freshly
prepared at the moment of calibration. The instrumental
calibration was performed by analyzing 2µL of the
diluted standards, in order to obtain the relative response
value (µv).

3.4 Statistical Analysis

A two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
statistical test was used to evaluate the significance of
the differences in means, we use correlation coefficient
(r2). Sources of emission were determined using
correlation coefficient ( p < 0.05) and the factor analysis

(Principal Component Analysis) (SPSS, 2007).

3.5 Factor Analysis

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the
primary factor analysis technique that uses eigen value
to apportion data sets to identify emission sources,
chemical interaction on meteorological phenomenon
depending on the data sets that have been submitted to
PCA. PCA is used to classify variables into groups that
can then be associated with factors that contribute to
pollutant levels at receptors. Three factors were
extracted from Take. The first (F1), second (F2) and
third (F3) factors accounted for 52.41, 32.89 and 14.70 %
of the total variance.

F1: This factor is highly loaded in xylene, methylene
chloride, carbontetrachloride and chloroform. The
xylenes were released from waste dumpsite in the
area while methylenechloride, carbon-tetrachloride
and chloroform were released from dry cleaning
processes and the use of insecticide in homes.
Therefore, Factor 1 is attributed to waste dump-
site and evaporative emission.

F2: Factor 2 is loaded in xylene, trichloroethane and
tetrachloroethane. These solvents are released from
the use of insecticides in homes and from waste
dumpsite in the studied area. Hence, F2 is an

indicator of emissions from evaporative sources
and waste dumpsite.

F3 :  This  factor  is  highly loaded in  xylene,
1,2-dichloropropane and carbontetrachloride.
Factor 3 is an indication of emission from waste
dumpsite and evaporative sources.

TABLE 2. Measured Mean, Standard Deviation and

Maximum values of VOCs at Take Industrial Areas 

µg/m3) n = 5

MEAN STD MAX.

AROMATICS VOCs

Benzene
EthylBenzene
IsopropylBenzene

Napthalene
n-ButhylBenzene
n-PropylBenzene

Toluene
m+p-Xylene
o-Xylene

HALOGENATED VOCs

BROMIDES

Bromomethane
Bromoform

CHLORIDES

ChloroBenzene 
Chloroform

Carbon-tetrachloride

Methylenechloride
Trichloroethane

Trichlorofloromethane
1,2-dichloropropane
2,2-dichloropropane
Tetrachloroethane

KETONE VOCs

Acetone
4-methyl-2-pentanone

ESTER VOC

Isopropylacetate

ALCOHOL VOC

Ethanol

ETHER VOC

Tetrahydrofuran

7.62
5.26
3.29

2.37
2.61
1.97

2.76
18.80
6.34

6.34
3.41

2.55
2.43

1.63

4.09
1.43

2.41
2.31
2.66
2.87

8.10
4.98

4.20

6.31

6.62

0.05
0.13
0.07

0.06
0.08
0.05

0.01
0.08
0.03

0.03
3.99

0.03
0.16

1.01

0.16
0.46

0.10
1.27
1.27
1.86

0.03
0.06

0.04

0.09

0.01

7.66
5.48
3.40

2.46
2.71
2.03

2.78
18.92
6.44

6.39
10.55

2.58
2.64

3.14

4.28
2.08

2.53
3.94
4.05
4.92

8.13
5.05

4.24

6.43

6.62
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4. Results and discussion

Twenty six (26) VOCs were captured in Take area
(Table 1). The VOCs were classified thus: aromatics 37%,
halogenated 38%, esters 2%, ketones 11%, alcohols 4%,
ethers 4%, dienes 2%, nitriles 2% (Figure 1). The most
abundant compounds in Take area were BTEX and halo-
genated VOCs (Figure 2). Site 5 has the most abundant
BTEX (benzene 7.63, ethylbenzene 5.48, toluene 2.78
and xylenes 25.28 µg/m3, while the lowest BTEX levels
were observed at Site 2 (benzene 7.54, ethylbenzene 5.16,
tuolene 2.75 and xylenes 25.09µg/m3 (Table 2). This may
be due to the principle of diffusion and dispersion of Air
within and around Lagos State. The halogenated VOCs
species were dominated by bromomethane, chlorobenzene,
chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, trichlorofloromethane
and 1,2 - dichloropropane. The mean concentrations of
halogenated VOCs in the studied background area were
6.39, 2.58, 2.64, 3.14, 2.53, 3.94 µg/m3 respectively.
The halogenated VOCs not only result from the use of
insecticides, cosmetics and from waste dump sites in the

area. (Liu et. al., 2008). The concentration of xylenes in
Take is no doubt a reflection of the presence of dump
site in the vicinity of the area. The highest Total Volatile
Organic Compound was recorded in the month of May
(66.09µg/m3) while the lowest value was in August
(26.45µg/m3). This is because during the wet seasons,
apart from dilution of the atmosphere, there is a wash-
down of Atmospheric Air. The total Volatile Organic
Compounds (TVOC) in Ketu - Mile 12 are about ten
(10) times the values in Take, apart from the presence of
high human and commercial activities such as hawking
of various household and consumer products materials
like footwares, cloths, plastic, detergents, inks, nail polish
etc., the site is located along the major roads characterized
by heavy traffic (Okuo et al, 2012; Olumayede et al,
2012a; Chang et. al., 2005; Ohura et. al., 2006; Hsieh and
Tsai, 2003). There is a significant difference (Pvalue < 0.05)
between VOCs in the studied background areas (Vasu
et. al., 2009 ; Liu et. al., 2008 ; Srivastava et. al., 2005).
The level of pollution in all the sites in Take is similar
with site 1 having the highest level of pollution
(118.42µg/m3). There is a significant difference (Pvalue > 0.5)
between each of the meteorological factors such as
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind
direction. The most prevailing wind direction for the year
was the South-South West wind (S - SW). The Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) showed that three (3) factors
were identified as sources of VOCs in the studied area
with emissions from waste dump dominating.

TABLE 4. Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC),

Percentage and Ranking at the Studied Areas (µg/m3)

Sites Percentage %
Mean ± SD

n = 10

1

2

3

4

5

22.18

21.08

18.89

18.96

18.88

118.42 ± 17.86

112.58 ± 16.07

100.89 ± 15.96

101.25 ± 20.74

100.83 ± 18.14

TABLE 3. Total Monthly Measured VOCs Values in the

Studied Areas (µg/m3)

Months

Urban Area

(Ketu-Mile 12)

Mean±SD

Rural Area

(This study)

Mean±SD

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

591.53 ± 54.06

489.87 ± 58.22

584.56 ± 47.59

509.18 ± 40.23

323.28 ± 16.52

313.12 ± 15.74

277.97 ± 13.95

291.99 ± 14.41

298.75 ± 14.77

305.62 ± 15.29

589.02 ± 46.63

591.73 ± 55.27

64.72 ± 6.39

64.90 ± 6.86

64.39 ± 8.09

66.09 ± 5.20

28.01 ± 6.34

27.18 ± 4.75

26.45 ± 2.31

26.58 ± 2.42

27.01 ± 5.08

27.41 ± 5.32

64.13 ± 5.39

62.84 ± 7.04

1st

2nd

4th

3rd

5th

Ranking

Conclusion

Though, Take is an area devoid of pollution, the sources of pollution are basically from waste dump and evapo-
rative sources, which occur mainly by dispersion and diffusion of Atmospheric air of Lagos State.
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1. Introduction

Since ancient times, ginger has been used to help
treating arthritis, colic, diarrhoea, and heart problems. In
addition to these medicinal uses, ginger continues to be
valued around the world as an important cooking spice
and is believed to relief the common cold, flu-like symp-
toms, headaches, and even painful menstrual periods
(Hawkins and Ehrlich, 2007).

These multiple uses can be explained by its several
active compounds. The main principles in ginger are the
series of pungent oleoresin constituents known as gin-
gerols, with gingerol being the major component [6].
Gingerols are thought to be the most pharmacologically
active components (Park and Pezzuto, 2002).

Ginger also contains shogaol homologues that are
formed by dehydration of corresponding gingerols during
storage or thermal processing. Other constituents include
gingerdiols, paradols and zingerone.

The aim of this review is to screen those medical and
pharmacological properties of ginger which have been
or still are being learned.

2. Ginger and oxidation

Antioxidants are the chemical substances that reduce
or prevent oxidation and have the ability to counteract
the damaging effects of free radicals in tissues and thus
are believed to protect against cancer, arteriosclerosis,
heart disease and several other diseases (Bandyopadhyay
et al., 2007).

About 40 antioxidant compounds have been disco-
vered in ginger (Kikuzaki and Nakatani, 1996). Some of
them would be heat-proof and could even be released
during cooking, what could explain the increase of anti-
oxidant activity of cooked ginger (Shobana and Naidu,
2000).

Ginger is the third amongst 1000 food items analysed
by Halvorsen et al. (2006), in matter of antioxidant con-
tent. [6]-Dehydroshogaol, [6]-shogaol and 1-dehydro-[6]-
gingerdione were shown to be potent inhibitors of nitric
oxide (NO) synthesis in activated macrophages (Li et al.,
2011).  Its main compound [6], gingerol may, have an
antioxidant activity against linoleic acid autoxidation
and phospholipids peroxidation. It would also protect
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against cellular damages induced by ONOO- (derivative
of NO) (Ippoushi et al., 2003). It may protect DNA from
lipopolysaccharide-induced oxidation damage in rats
(Ippoushi et al., 2007).

[6]-Dehydroshogaol, [6]-shogaol and 1-dehydro-[6]-
gingerdione were also potent inhibitors of nitric oxide
(NO) synthesis in activated macrophages.

In a recent study, Dugasani et al. (2010) showed that
amongst [6]-gingerol, [8]-gingerol, [10]-gingerol and
[6]-shogaol, [6]-shogaol has exhibited the most potent
antioxidant properties which can be attributed to the
presence of α,β-unsaturated ketone moiety.

The CO2 extract from ginger roots has been shown to
have a significant effect in inhibiting DPPH (2,2-
Diphenyl-1-picril hydrazyl), reaching up to 90.1%. It
also showed a higher chelating capacity, reducing by
this path the metal-ion dependent generation of HO

.
, the

lipoperoxidation inducer. The extract can be then used
as an antioxidant at an earlier stage of fat oxidation
(Stoilova and al., 2007).

All these antioxidative effects of ginger have been
observed in vitro on animals. They are promising results
which remain to be proved in human.

3. Ginger and inflammation

Inflammation is associated with a large range of
mediators that initiate the inflammatory response, recruit
and activate other cells to the site of inflammation and
subsequently resolve the inflammation (Gallin and Sny-
derman, 1999). Anti-inflammatory properties of some
ginger compounds are recognized since a long time and
are well-proved in vitro (Grzanna et al., 2005).

Tjendraputra et al. (2001) have shown that gingerols
and synthetic analogues exhibit a potential inhibition of
cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) in human airways epithelial
A549 cells. This inhibitory activity occurred in a structure
and dose dependent manner. When assessed ex vivo (to
rats), daily oral or intraperitoneal administration of an
aqueous extract of ginger (50 and 500 mg/kg doses) signi-
ficantly inhibited the synthesis of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
(Thomson et al., 2002). This result was confirmed by
Jolad et al. (2004), and Lantz et al. (2007) who showed
that gingerols were able to inhibit LPS-induced PGE2

expression.

This inhibitory effect on biosynthesis of prostaglandins
and leukotrienes is exerted through suppression of
prostaglandin synthase or 5-lipoxygenase (Kiuchi et al.,
1982, 1992; Flynn and Rafferty, 1986). Besides, it was
suggested that ginger extract could inhibit rat paw oedema
induced by serotonin through the inhibition of eicosanoid
production (Penna et al., 2003). 

In an in-depth study, Levy et al. (2006) have found
that 6-shogaol reduced the inflammatory response and
protected the femoral cartilage from damage produced
in a CFA (Complete Freund's Adjuvant) monoarthritic
model of the knee joint of rats. This effectiveness was
reflected as reduction of oedematous swelling of the
joint, mononuclear cell infiltration that was dependent on
soluble VCAM-1 (Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1)
concentration in the blood and prevention of cartilage
damage.

For the human being, the consumption of fresh ginger
demonstrated promising results for the decrease of
arthritis-induced (Chrubasik et al., 2005).

These results show that ginger could be used as anti-
inflammatory agent and thus as anti-pain (Thomson et al.,
2002). Sabina et al. (2009) suggested that 6-shogaol can
be regarded as a useful tool for the treatment of acute
gouty arthritis. However, more studies are necessary
before concluding on a real effect of the consumption of
ginger for the prevention and the treatment of the pains
caused by chronic inflammatory disorders.

4. Ginger and cancer

Several research works state the efficiency of ginger
against tumoral processes. Some active compounds of
ginger (gingerol and paradol) might exercise a preventive
effect by leading apoptosis in cancer or transformed cells.
Three studies suggest that these compounds suppress
proliferation of human cancer cells through the induction
of apoptosis (Lee and Surh, 1998; Lee et al., 1998; Wei
et al., 2005; Nigam et al., 2009).

Furthermore, [6]-Gingerol remarkably suppressed the
endothelial cell proliferation induced by VEGF (Vascular
Endothelial Growth Factor), the most important angio-
genic factor associated with induction and maintenance
of the neovasculature in human tumors. Therefore, [6]-
gingerol may be useful for preventing or treating angio-
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genesis-dependent human diseases such as cancer (Kim
et al., 2005).

The inhibition of the AP-1 transcriptional complex
by [6]-gingerol, in human skin keratinocytes cell lines,
was also reported by Davies et al. (2005).

The number of tumors as well as the incidence of
cancer was significantly decreased in treatment with
ginger. In addition, ginger supplementation at the ini-
tiation stage and also at the post-initiation stages of car-
cinogenesis significantly reduced circulating lipid pero-
xidation and significantly enhanced the enzymic and
non-enzymic antioxidants as compared to unsupple-
mented 1,2-dimethylhydrazine (DMH)-treated rats
(Manju and Nalini, 2005).

Moreover, Dias et al. (2006) showed that treatment
with ginger did not suppress the evolution of ACF
(Aberrant Crypt Foci) in tumors, putting in question the
chemopreventive activity of ginger on colon carcino-
genesis induced by DMH.

5. Ginger, hyperlipidema and

hyperglycaemia

The observed rise in serum and tissue cholesterol,
serum triglycerides, serum lipoproteins and phospholipids
that followed 10 weeks of cholesterol feeding was signi-
ficantly reduced by the ethanolic ginger extract; so is it
of the degree of atherosclerosis (Bhandari et al., 1998). 

Srinivasan and Sambaiah (1991) showed that ginger
may stimulate the conversion of cholesterol into bile
acids, an important pathway of eliminating cholesterol
from the body.

Bhandari et al. (2005) have also shown that in ad-
diction to protecting tissues from the lipoperoxydation,
the ethanolic extract of Zingiber officinale significantly
reduced serum total cholesterol and triglycerides levels
and increased the HDL-cholesterol levels of diabetic rats.

Treatment with 250mg/kg of methanol and ethyl
acetate extracts of ginger to obese mice produced a
significant reduction in body weight, glucose, insulin and
lipid levels. This suggests that the antihyperglycemic
effect produced is an extra pancreatic effect, enhancing
the insulin sensitivity (Goyal and Kadnur, 2006).

Based on these results, and even if clinical trials on
ginger have still not been reported, ginger can be consi-

dered as supplementary herbal therapy on obese patients
for prevention or treatment of obesity (Bhandari et al.,
1998).

6. Ginger, nausea and vomiting

Ginger is the herb most commonly used to treat nausea
and vomiting in pregnancy, either recommended by pro-
viders or used as self-treatment by women (Allaire et
al., 2000). It would be even more effective than vitamin
B6 for relieving the severity of nausea and is equally
effective for decreasing the number of vomiting episodes
in early pregnancy (Ensiyeh and Sakineh, 2009).

Several studies have valued this antiemetic effect (the
capacity to prevent or stop nausea and vomiting) assigned
to ginger. A 5% solution of the essential oil of Zingiber
officinale in grape seed carrier oil, when applied naso-
cutaneously, can be administered safely for the effective
prevention and therapeutic management of nausea in
general anaesthesia patients at high risk for post-operative
nausea and vomiting (Geiger, 2005). A mixture of three
essential oils (equal parts of ginger, cardamom and tar-
ragon) via percutaneous application on an anterolateral
zone of the neck would also treat these negative effects of
anaesthesia, approximately 30 minutes following appli-
cation (de Pradier, 2006).

Besides, a recent meta-analysis demonstrates that 1 g
of dehydrated ginger (in the form of capsules) would be
more efficacious than a placebo to prevent nausea and
vomiting after a surgery (Chaiyakunapruk et al., 2006).

The exact action of ginger is thought to be a gastric
effect. It increases tone and peristalsis due to anticholi-
nergic and antiserotonin action. More research needs to
address potential risks from high doses during pregnancy
(Bryer, 2005).

7. Ginger and blood circulation

Ginger has an anticoagulant action. A single dose of
10g powdered ginger after 4 hours produced a significant
reduction in platelet aggregation induced by Adenosine
diphosphate and epinephrine (Bordia et al., 1997).

In vitro, gingerols and related analogues maximally
inhibited arachidonic acid (AA)-induced platelet aggre-
gation (Koo et al., 2001). The aqueous extract would
inhibit the synthesis of thromboxane-B2 too (Thomson
et al., 2002). 
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The mechanism underlying AA-induced platelet
aggregation inhibition by phenolic compounds of ginger
may be related to attenuation of Cyclooxygenase (COX-1)/
Thromboxane synthase enzymatic activity.

In this way, these compounds are potentially useful as
anti-platelet substances and COX-1 inhibitors, thereby
serving as potential useful leads for future design of anti-
platelet pharmaceutical agents with fewer side effects
(Nurtjahja-Tjendraputra et al., 2003).

8. Other properties of ginger

Other properties of ginger are known. Several studies
has demonstrated its antibacterial and antifungal activity
(Akpomedaye and Ejechi, 1999; Alzoreky and Nakahara,
2003; Konning et al., 2004; Nguefack et al., 2004; Chan-
darana et al., 2005; Samy, 2005) and an antihelmintic
activity against nematodes of sheep (Iqbal et al., 2006).

Ginger possesses radioprotective and neuromodulatory
properties which, associated with the antioxidant pro-
perties, appear to be a contributing factor in its overall
ability to modulate radiation-induced conditioned taste
aversion. Ginger extract has great potential for clinical

applications in mitigation of radiation-induced emesis
in humans (Sharma et al., 2005; Haskar et al., 2006).

Ginger is an immunostimulant. Dügenci et al. (2003)
showed that phagocytic activity of blood leukocytes in-
creased in rainbow trout fed with plant extracts con-
taining food, especially 1% ginger (Zingiber officinale).
One of the indicators of humoral defence mechanisms,
plasma protein levels were also found to increase in fish
fed with plant extracts.

The volatile oil of ginger influences both cell-mediated
immune response and non-specific proliferation of T
lymphocyte, and may exert beneficial effects in a number
of clinical conditions, such as chronic inflammation and
autoimmune diseases (Zhou et al., 2006). The results
were found in vitro and vivo in mice.

In animals (mice, rats and pigs) ginger possesses
tracheal and uterine smooth muscle relaxant activity,
possibility mediated via Ca2+ channel blockade. It also
inhibits ileal contractility, which justifies its use in
disorders such as asthma, cough, dysmenorrhoea, uterine
and menstrual spasms and congestion (Ghayur and Gilani,
2006).
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Conclusion

Ginger finds immense usage in many of the different medicinal systems of the world for a wide variety of disor-
ders. These multiple properties of ginger come from its chemical composition. In fact, ginger contains a number of
different pungent and active ingredients. Its functional properties are attributed to these ingredients, especially gin-
gerols and shogaols. However, more studies remain necessary to identify components responsible for each of the
therapeutic effects of the ginger. These compounds could be used for the formulation of new medicines.
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1. Introduction

The program “LPG to replace kerosene for cooking”

in Indonesia started in 2007 which distributes a set of

tube filled with 3 kg-LPG, gas burner and accessories to

replace kerosene brazier. It was started with 4,030,683

set in the year 2007; 15,407,777 set in 2008; 24,156,307

set in 2009;  4,239,078 set in 2010; and 5,283,834 set in

2011 for 21 provinces: Aceh, North Sumatera, Riau,

Riau Island, Jambi, South Sumatera, Lampung, Banten,

DKI Jakarta, West Java, Central Java, DI Yogyakarta,

East Java, Bali, West Kalimantan,  South Kalimantan,

East Kalimantan, North Sulawesi, Gorontalo, West

Sulawesi, South Sulawesi [1]. It is rated success, but

people always try to save their energy expenditure by

the use of a traditional 3-stone fireplace.

This paper describes a proposed solution to provide

thermal energy through introduction of Green Stove that

uses small pieces of firewood to be combined with the

gas/kerosene brazier for cooking. These small pieces of

firewood are classified as a renewable source of energy.

The idea is to show a way to provide inexpensive

stove to the people, make them experience and witness

its efficiency in saving firewood, to reduce people’s

resistence to change and help them appreciate the efforts

of change.

Result related to saving the household energy

expenditure, improve health due to switching from 3-

stone fireplace to more efficient stove and income

generation from selling food cooked with the stove that

save energy expenditure are close related to Millennium

Development Goals.

The concept of this project is adopting the concept

applied and lessons taught from the former projects

Indonesian Sun Cooking that disseminated the solar

oven in Indonesia [2; 3; 4; 5]. 

The duration can be 5-year and 50,000 units of efficient

stoves or GREEN STOVES might be disseminated in

various districts. This cooking technology is transferred

through training to provide the knowledge necessary
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The project will aim:

- To contribute to sustainable development and to

improve the livelihood of firewood consumers with

the involvement of the locals.

- To save consumption of LPG or kerosene in order to

save the household energy expenditures and also to

save firewood that is used in stove as replacement for

LPG/kerosene brazier.

- To reduce emission of greenhouse gases. Saving the

use of firewood means reduce CO2 emission.

- To clean the surrounding areas from waste and dead

wood, which otherwise would attract insects and

cause methane gas emissions.

- To demonstrate an appropriate solution in facing

firewood scarcity in the future. 

- To save time and human energy for firewood

collection, especially in barren areas where the green

resources are becoming scar. The firewood demand

and the growing speed of trees are not in balance.

- To demonstrate a possible income generation from the

food sells, such as baking cake, frying vegetable,

boiled water for making a local drink, meat balls

soups, etc. 

- To reduce toxic smoke /particulates resulting from the

burning fuel that might degrade the people health.

Wood smoke is a complex mixture of substances

produced during the burning of wood. The major

emissions from wood stoves are carbon monoxide,

organic gases, particulate matter, and nitrogen oxides.

The particulate matter is small particles of solid, carbon

char, soot carbon, dust, smoke and inorganic ash. The

occurrence of respiratory illness in children has been

shown to increase with increased exposure to wood

smoke. The particles in wood smoke are too small to be

filtered by the nose and upper respiratory system, so

they wind up deep in the lungs. This gives a risk of lower

respiratory infections. Wood smoke irritates the eyes, the

nose, the throat and triggers allergies. Long-term

exposure may lead to emphysema, arteriosclerosis, acute

pneumonia, chronic bronchitis which are major causes

of disease and death in young children [6; 7; 8; 9].

2. BACKGROUND IN SELECTING THE

LOCATION

In East Nusa Tenggara (NTT), the population

depends on the kerosene and firewood, with the poor

using firewood only. Traditional 3-stone fireplaces, see

Fig. 1 are used widely. Statistics Indonesia 2009 says

83.51% household in NTT use firewood, see Fig. 2.

The program “LPG to replace kerosene for cooking”

has not reached NTT yet. Firewood is a buffer to get the

energy need. This leads to firewood scarcity in barren

area such as NTT, more and more as the population

increase. Often, they need to cut a tree, make the green

vanish. Usually firewood must be transported from the

green areas and is traded. People should buy it from the

retailers, while logging of trees is forbidden.
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Fi g ure 1 : The 3-stone fireplace
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Fi g ure 2 : Red bar is the percentage of households that use firewood by  prov ince. 

Black  bar is the percentage of households that use kerosene. Source: Statistics Indonesia 2009 [10].

Following is the comment stated by the person using

kerosene and firewood for cooking: “Getting kerosene

is becoming more and more difficult. We could not buy

direct as take and pay . We should queue to get 10 litres

kerosene per week. Often we leave a small plastic drum

(jirigen) at the retailer shop and take the filled drum per

week. If we cannot get kerosene we use our firewood

stock collected from our garden. In May until November

we use firewood to boil water in the garden as we only

need to put three stones as fireplace. We can save

65.000 IDR per month. The price of subsidized kerosene

is 3000 IDR/litre. This means we save   48% of our

energy expenditure.  Lately we only get 5 litres kerosene

for weekly need. The firewood becomes scare. We use

whatever dry wood we found. The famous Kosambi

wood is difficult to find today.” Ignas, via sms

communication on 20 July 2012.

Population in East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) is

4,619,700 people. The number of poor people in urban

and rural areas is 1,013,100 people. The poverty line in

urban and rural areas is 218,796 IDR/capita/month and

142,478 IDR/capita/month respectively, see Table 1 to

compare with the other provinces. 

The average need of kerosene in middle to upper

level in the society is 1.5 litres/day, the maximum is 2

litres/day. The average need of kerosene in lower level

is 0.5 litres/day, the maximum is 1 litre/day. 

Different economical situation causes a different

ability to buy the energy need and the raw cooking

materials. The average of kerosene need is between: 1 -

1.5 litres kerosene per day.
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Table 1: Population, number and percentage of poor people in Indonesia, poverty line in urban and rural areas and number

of people living below these poverty lines, by province, in 2009.

Source: BPS, "Statistics Indonesia 2009", page 82, 182, 183, 184, Jakarta, Indonesia

The project will offer the green stove to be combined

with the gas/kerosene brazier for cooking. The dry trees

branches having diameter less than 2 cm can be used.

This type of firewood can be easily found in the yard

surround the local house. Small branches with diameter

of 1-1.5 cm and length of 6-8 cm are best, see Fig. 3. It

can also be made by chopping a dead wood of a bigger

size.  The use of the so-called a renewable harvested

firewood gives a chance for the tree to grow and to keep

the environment stay green. Making paper briquette is

easy: Put the paper in the water, take a part and squeeze

it with your hand, then dry it under the sun. The Net

Heating Value of various wood, agriculture waste,

charcoal, coal and kerosene is given in Tabel 2.

Preliminary test shows the stove might reduce the use of

firewood until 50 %. Hopefully, the stove is accepted

without colliding with the culture.

Fi g .  3 : left: Small pieces of firewood, middle: Paper briquette (pb), right: 100 gram pb and 210 gram small wood are used in the green

stove for boiling 5 litres of water.
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Table 2. Net Heating Value agriculture waste, firewood, charcoal, coal and kerosene

Source: Lembaga Penelitian Hasil Hutan, Bogor, 1978 [11] 

Default IPCC: Energy content of wood is 15 Mega Joules/kg

3.  THE STOVE

The popular and easier pronouns name is GREEN

STOVE, see Fig. 4. The other name is the Stove

THE+S1 that means Tungku Hemat Energi + Sehat 1.

One means serial number of design. It was bought from

Sanu Kaji Shrestha in Katmandu, Nepal. The tests

proved that the design allows a good air circulation and

leads to a complete combustion and less smoke. At start,

100 gr paper briquettes are ignited with a candle placed

at the lower side. The paper briquette will burn within

1.5-2 minutes. Then 250 gram of small pieces of dry

wood follows. The ash should be removed in order to

keep the pathway for air circulation to move up-draft.

Experiences show that the supply of the small pieces of

wood can be managed comfortably. Boiling water is a

standard load in testing of various cooking technology.

This test makes the work to compare various stoves

become easier. The boiling water tests are given in

Table 3.
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Table 3: The Boiling Test to rate the performance.

Bacteria often transmitted among human beings via

food include: salmonella typhosa, vibrio comma,

shigella dysentriae, staphylococa. These bacteria could

not stand to heat, they are killed at 80oC.

During boiling process, when water temperature has

reach 85-86oC, the hot water will produce a soft voice.

In Java language this voices is named ”kemrengseng”.

In recession 1963-1966, many people’s turn off their

kerosene braziers after they hear this voice to save fuel

[3; 12].

After you hear  “kemrengseng” voice, speed up the

boiling process by adding more wood to make a bigger

fire. Upon boiling, the water will boil continuously even

only the glowing-firewood left. 

After some tests, the Stove THE+S1 is rated

appropriate to be used widely in Indonesia. It uses

firewood efficiently, not expensive, durable, light

weight makes it portable. The stove is suitable for

preparing all usual dishes. Therefore, it is expected that

the stove will be easily adopted by people. 
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Comparision with the former project, Indonesian

Sun Cooking, shows that one progress has been

achieved. A massive production has been

communicated with industry in Jakarta to back up the

dissemination speed to the targeted sites of Indonesia

Archipelago. This enables production in large

quantities: 200 stoves per day. 

The material of the inner part in contact with the

flames has been improved and made of stainless steel to

get a longer life time, until 10 years in appropriate use.

Then, the serial number of the Stove is THE+S3.

The stove THE+S1 can boil 5 litres of water from 27°C within 30 minutes and needs 350 grams of small pieces of

dry wood mix with paper briquette.  Energy content of wood is 15 MJ/kg [13]. The specific heat of water is 4.18 kilo

Joules/kg/K. The nominal effective power  (Pstove) to boil 5 litres of water is:

Pstove = 5 kg * 4.18 kJ/kg/K * (100 - 27) K / (30 * 60 s) = 0.8476 kilo Watt (1)

The stove efficiency  = {5 kg * 4.18 kJ.kg * (100-27)} / ( 0.35 kg * 15000 kJ/kg ) = 0.29 (2)

Fi g .  4 : (a) The stove THE+S1, (b) It is used to boil 5 litres of water, (c) fire from paper briquette and small wood.

(a) (b) (c)

4. FUNDING POSSIBILITY FOR

DESIGNED APPROACH OF

DISSEMINATION

The first field testing was done in cooperation with

Mahupala, Atmajaya University, 12 students were

involved in introducing the green stoves to the villagers

in Sumbungan Village, Dieng District, Wonosobo

Regency. The villagers seem familiar with the operating

process of the stove. 

As funding so scare, the students do collect funding

by singing (ngamen) in Kemang shopping area. 

Previously, these students selected their first field

work in West Kalimantan’s Dayak tribe, but the money

collected from ‘ngamen’ was not enough to buy the air

tickets.

The Body Shop donates another 50 stoves for the

next field testing. 

Data from 2006 says about 45% of Indonesia

primary energy need for household sector is from the

firewood [14].  Trina Fizzanty et al.[15a] explained the

classification of Indonesians income, those are: 

- 45 million people having income > 9.8 USD/

capita/day (having a better standard of living)

- 152 million people having income between 1.25-9.8

USD/ capita/day (above the poverty line)

- 45 million people having income < 1,25USD/

capita/day (below the poverty line).

The people living below the poverty line face

difficulties in getting their primary needs such as:
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housing, energy, water and health. Therefore, a wider

field testing is thought as a need. 

Observing India effort in people economic

development, Rishikesha T. Krishnan [15b] explains:

“In many years of deprivation in India, frugal

innovations emerged within the limited resources and

constraints.  Innovators are from diverse background.

Technological advancement is not the main driver of the

impactful frugal innovations that have emerged in India

so far. Pillars of frugal engineering are: robustness,

portability, simplicity, possibility for mega scale

production, low cost service and support the

ecosystem”. The green stove fulfils all pillars of frugal

engineering. 

4.1. Dissemination Approach

For the 5-year project duration, the proposed

locations can be:

• The first year in Kupang regency, East Nusa

Tenggara for disseminating 7,000 stoves, while 3000

stoves are kept for selling investigation at various

places. The trainings will be held consecutively:

1. In Kupang Regency, the capital city: Kupang, to

disseminate 2500 stoves 

2. In South Central Timor Regency (TTS), the capital

city: SOE, to disseminate 1500 stoves

3. In North Central Timor Regency (TTU). The capital

city: KEFA to disseminate 1500 stoves

4. In Belu Regency, the capital city: Atambua, to

disseminate 1500 stoves.

Training location can be held in regency hall or in

the local university hall. Manual is provided. Five

hundred of these stoves will be distributed to the

persons that help in project arrangement, this also for

the purpose to get input on usage in a better educated

people. 

A hundred participants will join this training, so each

participant has a task to distribute 15 stoves. Five

hundred stoves will be sold via cooperative shop in the

regency level to investigate the market. The stove will

be shipping directly from Jakarta to the training

location, see Table 4.

• The second year, trainings in different regency,

NTT for disseminating 10,000 stoves.

The training will be done by the trained locals, in the

following regencies:

- Rote Ndao Regency 

- Sabu island or Sabu Regency

- Raijua island or Sarai Regency

- Sumba island

• The third year might be in West Nusa Tenggara to

disseminate 10,000 stoves.

• The fourth year might be in East Java and West

Java to disseminate 20,000 stoves.

• The fifth year will check the monitoring result for

final report. 

The project leader of Renewable Biomass Stove

Application Group, a Non-Profit Organization, designs

the field approach and makes coordination with local

governments, community chiefs, local NGOs and local

university. The targeted regency will be contacted to

request participation into Renewable Biomass Stove

Training. Information on the project will be given.

They can decide the site of training and the number of

participants. The participants have to show their address

and their willingness to train their fellow community

members. They need to inform how many stoves they

need for their future training, and this should be

reported to the Project Leader of Renewable Biomass

Stove Application Group for fabrication purpose. 

Fifty percent of the stoves requested should be paid

by the local government /local stakeholders, the rest will

be provided by the project.  The training will be in 3

days, the schedule is:

Day 1: Teaching about the stove THE+S1 and its

possibility to reduce the use of firewood plus

lesson on global warming and climate change.

Confirm the list of requested stove submitted

by participants. 

Day 2:   To demonstrate the use of stove THE+S1 for

cooking various dishes. 

Thirty (30) stoves will be demonstrated at once. The

participants cook various local dishes. 

Thirty thermometers are provided to give them a

scientific sense, to monitor the speed of cooking, the

food temperature and the cooking process. One

thermometer with data logger will be bought to be used

for easier temperature monitoring. 
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The participants witness the firewood used that can

be collected from the trees surrounding or waste wood.

To experience less smoke compare to those come out

from the 3-stone fireplace.

Any local cooking utensils can be applied, to

demonstrate its size that fit to the stove.

Day 3: Questioning participant’s opinion on the

green stove and their idea on their further actions in the

near future. Participants of the training in charge in

distributing the stoves for their surrounding neighbours

as to follow the list they submit to the Project Leader

before the training. 

4.2. Hypothesis for Carbon Emmission Reduction for

Funding Possibilities

The estimated amount of anthropogenic greenhouse

gas emission reductions per stove is 0.9297 tonnes CO2

equivalent per year, see session 5.4. So, the

implementation of 50,000 stoves will give CO2

emission reduction of 46500 tCO2 eq./year, see Table 5.

At CER price of 5 USD/tonne and 75% abated, the total

CER that can be harvested will be 522,680 USD. This is

enough to finance the project along the project duration.

This is the hypothesis derived that will be monitored.

The breakdown of the funds needed for the first year is

given in Table 6. 

Table 4: Time schedule of the first implementation year.

Table 5: The estimated amount of CO2 emission reductions and the possible CER harvested
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5.  CALCULATION OF CO2 EMISSION

REDUCTION

5.1. Cross check on the assumption on Kerosene

consumption

Data about energy end-use for cooking and for water

heating in low income households is quoted from the

publication of World Energy Council [16]: "…daily

cooking energy consumption per capita varied from

11.5 to 49 MJ, based on field measurements. Despite a

wide range of locations and conditions the range of

consumption is quite small. In all the cases food was

cooked predominantly on an open fire. However, the

lower figures are those applying to efficient wood or

charcoal stoves and modern energy sources." Thus, the

lowest value of daily energy consumption per capita is:

Ecapita = 11.5 MJ/capita/day

As most households have 4 to 6 members [17], the mean

number is 5 capita/household

Thus, the primary energy consumption per household

(Ehousehold ) is:

Ehousehold = Ecapita * 5 capita/household

= 11.5 MJ/capita/day * 5 capita/household =

57.5 MJ/household/day 

= 20.988 Giga Joules/household/year.

FAO [18], stated the energy consumed per capita for

cooking in developing countries is about E1 = 8.0

GJ/capita/year. So, the energy consumed per household

having 5 members is 40 GJ/household/year

Kerosene consumption in East Nusa Tenggara is 1-

1.5 litre/day. The low value is used in the calculation.

This gives value of Ekerosene of 13.067

GJ/household/year , see equation (7) in section 5.2.

This is smaller than FAO data and smaller than

Ehousehold calculated above. It is deduced because of

kerosene scarcity in East Nusa Tenggara that force

people to use less, but people use firewood to fill their

energy need.
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Table 5: The estimated amount of CO2 emission reductions and the possible CER harvested
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5.2. Details of the baseline to find the

operating time of the stove THE+S1 in

replacing the kerosene brazier that

need 1 litre kerosene per day

The calculation below follows a base line described

in “CDM Cook Stove Kupang 1” [19]. Title of the

approved baseline methodology applied to the small-

scale CDM project: Renewable Energy Projects.

Reference: AMS I.C, Thermal Energy for the User

Version 08, Scope 1, valid since 03 March 2006 

The project category is I.C. The limit of thermal

capacity for the small-scale CDM project is 45

MWthermal. For the proposed CDM project having

capacity below this limit, the simplified methodology

can be applied [20].

The mean kerosene consumption (Vkerosene) is

between 1-1.5 litre. The daily cooking is about 4 - 6

hours. 

The baseline-calculation uses the low range:

Vkerosene = 1 litre/day (3)

Chemical Engineers' Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book

Co., 4th ed., Table 3-137 [21] shows the specific density

of kerosene (ρkerosene) is in the range of 0.78-0.82. A test

on Indonesian kerosene gives:  

ρkerosene = 0.80 kg /litre (4)

Mass of kerosene (mkerosene) is:

mkerosene = Vkerosene* ρkerosene = 0.8 kg /day = 292 kg /year (5)

Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National

Greenhouse Gas Inventories: Reference Manual, page

1.23, Table 1-3 [22] give information about the net

calorific value of kerosene:

NCVkerosene = 44.75 Terra Joules / 103 tonnes = 44.75 MJ/kg (6)

Primary energy of kerosene (Ekerosene) is:

Ekerosene = mkerosene * NCVkerosene (7)

= 0.8 kg kerosene/day * 44.75 MJ/kg = 35.8 MJ/day = 13067 MJ/ year

The energy used effectively by kerosene brazier

(Eused effectively by KB) is written as 

Eused effectively by KB = Ekerosene * ηkerosene brazier (8)

= mkerosene * NCVkerosene * ηkerosene brazier

Ekerosene = (Eused effectively by KB / ηkerosene brazier)     (9)

The energy used effectively by kerosene brazier

(Eused effectively by KB) to boil the load is the product of the

effective power of kerosene brazier (Pkerosene)

multiplied by operating time tkerosene.

Eused effectively by KB = Pkerosene * tkerosene (10) 

The equations (8) is equal to equation (10), then:

mkerosene * NCVkerosene * ?kerosene brazier =  Pkerosene * tkerosene

mkerosene = Pkerosene * tkerosene / (NCVkerosene * ηkerosene brazier) (11)

This equation shows the relation between the mass

of kerosene with the other kerosene parameters.

To find the operating time of the stove THE+S1 in

replacing the kerosene brazier that need 1 litre kerosene

/day, we should think that “the energy used effectively

by kerosene brazier in equation (10) is equal to the

energy used effectively by the stove THE+S1”, so:

Eused effectively by KB = Eused effectively by THE+S1 = Pstove * tstove (12)

Substitute equation (8) to equation (12), then:

mkerosene * NCVkerosene * ηkerosene brazier = Pstove * tstove (13)

tstove = mkerosene * NCVkerosene * ηkerosene brazier / Pstove (14)

From equation (1): 

Pstove THE+S1 = 0.8476 kW =  3.05136 MJ/hour  (15)

The effective energy of the stove THE+S1 can be

less than the effective energy of kerosene brazier.

Therefore, a bigger load and a bigger temperature

different are applied for kerosene brazier to make a

balance comparison of capability. 

Experiment with kerosene brazier to boil 6 litres of

water from 20 C to boil needs 100 grams kerosene.

ηkerosene brazier = 6 kg * 4.18 kJ/kg * (100-20)/(0.1 kg * 44750 kJ/kg) =  0.45  (16)

This high ?kerosene brazier gives a higher operating

time for the stove THE+S1 to be balance with the

capability of the kerosene brazier.

tstove = mkerosene * NCVkerosene * ηkerosene brazier / Pstove

= 0.8 kg/day * 44.75 MJ/kg * 0.45 / 3.05136 MJ/hour

= 5.2796 hour/day (17) 

The stove THE+S1 should be used 5.3 hours per day

= 1927 hour/ year
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5.3. Carbon (C) emission from using the kerosene

brazier

For this calculation, the annual data is used. 2006

IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas

Inventories, Volume 2: Energy, page 1.23, Table 1.4.  [23]

explain about the Carbon Emission Factor of kerosene:

CEFkerosene = 19.6 *103 kg C/TJ  = 0.0196 kg C/MJ (18)

The annual amount of emitted carbon (mC) of using

kerosene brazier is written as: 

mC = Ekerosene * CEFkerosene (19)

Substitute Ekerosene from equation (7):

mC = 13067 MJ/ year * 0.0196 kg C/MJ 

= 256.11 kg C/year (20)

If the stove is used, value in equation (20) means the

amount of saved carbon emission per stove.

mC can be written in term of nominal effective

power of stove and its operating time. 

By substituting equation (9) to equation (19): 

mC = (Eused effectively by KB / ηkerosene brazier) * CEFkerosene (21)

Substitute equation (12) to equation (21), then:

mC = (Pstove * tstove / ηkerosene brazier) * CEFkerosene (22)

= (3.05136 MJ/hour * tstove / 0.45) * 0.0196 kg C/MJ 

=  0.1329 kg C/hour * tstove (23)

Substitute the value of  tstove  in equation (17) gives:

mC =  0.1329 kg C/h * 1927 hour/ year

=  256.1 kg C/ year (24)

5.4. CO2 emission reduction from replacement the

kerosene brazier with the stove THE+S1

Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National

Greenhouse Gas Inventories: Reference Manual, page

1.29, Table 1-6 [24] recommend an "Approaches for

Estimating CO2 Emissions" accounting for not oxidised

carbon during combustion. The default value of

Fraction of Carbon Oxidised is shown in Table 1-6, for

oil and oil products is 0.99. (25).

The emission of carbon (C) is converted to the

emission of CO2 equivalent by multiplying by the

molecular weight ratio (see Revised 1996 IPCC

Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories:

Reference Manual, page 1.30) [25]. It is written as:

MCO2/MC = 44/12 kg CO2/kg C (26).

Thus, the saved annually CO2 emission (mCO2) is :

mCO2 = mC * Fraction of Carbon Oxidised * MCO2/MC (27)

= mC * 0.99 * 44/12 kg CO2/kg C

= mC * 3.63 kg CO2/kg C (28)

Substitute the result of equation (20), then we have:

mCO2 =  256.11 kg C/year  * 3.63 kg CO2/kg C

=  929.679 kg CO2 eq./year  =  0.9297  tonne CO2 eq./year (29)

This annually CO2 emission reduction (mCO2)  is

generated by one stove THE+S1 that has an effective

power  of  0.8476 kW and uses renewable harvested

firewood and operated for 5.3 hours daily. 

5.5. The stove THE+S1 versus the traditional 3-stone

fireplace

Survey in 1998 to investigate the firewood demand

[3] shows: 

•  For the families that buy firewood, the average buying

is 300 kilograms/month. 

• For the families that collect firewood from

surrounding, they do this job 9 times per month, each

collection is about 15-20 kilograms. This means 135

- 180 kg firewood collected per month.

This different demand is caused by different buying

ability to buy raw cooking food and the luxurious need

in bathing with warm water. The average firewood

demand is  217.5 kg/month or 7 kg/day.

The stove THE+S1 can boil 5 litres of water from

27°C within 30 minutes and needs 350 grams of small

pieces of dry wood mix with paper briquette, see

equation (1). 

The stove THE+S1 should be used 5.3 hours/day to

replace the fungtion of kerosene brazier that need 1 litre

kerosene/day. If this operating time is used to boil the

water only, the need of small pieced firewood will be

[(5.2796 * 60) /30 minutes *350 gram =] 3689 gram. In

other words, the stove will save (3689/7000=) 52.7% of

the total collection of firewood per day. 

This means reduce a half of the environmental

burden and reduce the wood smoke.
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5.6. Emission reduction impact from the use of the

stove THE+S1

The emission reduction per stoves is 0.93 tCO2

eq./year.

The maximum use of the stove THE+S1 that give

100% of CO2 reduction, monitoring takes place to

reconfirm full usage that means: 

•  The household boils water for drinking with the

stove THE+S1

•  The household boils water for bathing with the

stove THE+S1

•  The household cooks rice with the stove

THE+S1

•  The household prepares

fish/meat/vegetable/various porridge with the

stove THE+S1

1. If the stove THE+S1 is used dominantly and the use

of the traditional 3-stone fireplace less than 25 %.

The firewood savings are accounted as 75% of CO2

emission reduction (case 1). 

2. If the traditional 3-stone fireplace is still in use

between 25% to 50%, the firewood savings are

accounted as 50 % of CO2 emission reduction (case 2).

3. If the traditional 3-stone fireplace is still in use

between 50% to 75 %, the firewood savings are

accounted as 25 % of CO2 emission reduction (case 3).

4. If the traditional 3-stone fireplace is still in use more

that 75 % , the firewood savings are accounted as 0 %

of CO2 emission reduction (case 4). 

To count case 1 until case 4 are assessed by the

random visits and questioning of households during

monitoring stage. It can be counted from the saving of

the household energy expenditure allocated to buy

firewood, kerosene and LPG, and to monitor their

firewood stock. The longer way for rating is by

observing the trees surround the site of implementation.

This seems difficult to sense.

However we should find a way to encourage people

to change and appreciate the motivation of change.

5.7. Monitoring, Reporting, Verification and

Publication of The Result

The Monitoring by skilled personnel enables

opportunities to correct mistakes and deficiencies.

Random visits and regular meetings with the users of

the stoves are intended to ensure the best use of the

stoves and to give the utmost assistance to the users in

changing their cooking habits and to find out any

success story for possible income generation.

Monitoring activities will be combined with an

enduring educational program to show new recipes to

rise income generating. Monitoring will collect the

information about declining the health problem caused

by the wood smoke. Gathering all positive thoughts,

that might help to widen the project. Also, to identifying

reasons for potential failure in switching from using a

traditional 3-stone fireplace to the stove THE+S1.

An annual report will cover the list of  training,

meeting and workshops; number of stove and receivers

and their address, summaries of results of random

checks according to case 1,  case 2, case 3 and case 4

and number of damage stove THE+S1; estimated

average usage hours taverage.

Verification of the data takes place through a regular

visit to the users and regular meetings with the

communities to obtain additional feedback about the

actual usage and to find out reasons lead to un-use

stoves. A national/ international publication will be

exerted.
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CONCLUSION

The green stove fulfils all pillars of frugal enginee-

ring: robustness, portability, simplicity, match to the

local culture, gives a possibility of mega scale pro-

duction, low cost service and support the ecosystem.

Inovasi Kerakyatan is an appropriate terminology for

all of actions described previously. 

A simple scheme [26] of coordination among the

government and other roles to improve people wel-

fare is shown on your right.  

The proposed actions described above cover field test in a wider dissemination. The use of Green Stoves cer-

tainly will reduce the CO2 emission. This gives a possibility to contribute to a policy to reduce Indonesian emis-

sion by 26% in the year 2020. 

PerPres 05/2006 says that New and Renewable Energy target in the year 2025 is 17% of the total energy.

However, this target is not covering the household energy need for cooking.  If the use of Green Stoves that uses

renewable source of firewood  can be counted under biomass, this proposed actions will give a contribution  to

reach the 17% target on RE implementation and to raise people ability to solve their energy problem. Hopefully, a

wider implementation of green stoves will give a wider impact to improve the living of firewood consumers and

for those who live below the poverty line.
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